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Abstract 

This report describes progress during 1990 at the Robotics Institute, Carnegie Mellon Uni- 
versity, in research on a six-legged autonomous robot, called the Ambler, designed for planetary 
exploration. The report summarizes the achievements during calendar year 1990, and lists per- 
sonnel and publications. Also included are several papers that describe significant aspects of 
the research. 

Much of the research in 1990 focused on understanding the capabilities of the robot itself 
and developing a software system capable of autonomously walking the Ambler through natural 
terrain. We also investigated algorithms for perceiving and acquiring rock samples, which were 
demonstrated on a separate t,estbed. 

Understanding Mechanism Capabilities - Characteristics important to mobile robots in 
general, and walking robots in particular, include their mobility, stability, and dynamic 
performance. We investigated e x h  of these aspects using a combination of mathematical 
and geometrical analyses, simulation, and experiments using robotic mechamisms. Results 
largely confirmed our expectations about the Ambler’s high degree of mobility, rigidit,y, 
and large tipover safety margin. 

Autonomous Walking - This area combined four distinct efforts: real-time control of the 
Ambler, perception of rugged terrain using laser range scanning, algorithms for planning 
leg and body moves, and task-level control to integrate and coordinate the various compo- 
nents. We embarked on a comprehensive set of experiments, both in simulation and on the 
Ambler, that systematically added new components and increased the complexity of the 
environment traversed. These efforts culminated at year end in a successful demonstration 
to NASA consisting of some 25 autonomous steps walking on sandy, rolling terrain and 
crossing boulders, a wooden ramp, and stepping out of a meter deep trench. In total, the 
Ambler autonomously walked over a kilometer in 1990. 

Sample Acquisition - In preparation for demonstrating a complete mission scenario, we 
developed methods for perceiving the three dimensional shape of rocks in natural, cluttered 
surroundings using a light-striper. The shape descriptions were used to plan and execute 
grasp procedures to collect the rocks. A graphical user interface enabled humans to interact 
with the system, aid in the selection of rocks, and monitor progress. The methods were 
demonstrated using the Robot World testbed, and proved quite robust in practice. 



Introduction 
This report, reviews progress from January through December 1990 at the Robotics Institute, 
Carnegie Mellon Cniliersity, on research sponsored by NASA titled "Autonomous Planetary 
Rover." This section present,s an overview of the project and a summary of accomplishments 
during the year. It also lists members of the research group and publications by the group 
relevant to  the Planetary Rover project. The report also includes reprints of four papers that 
highlight significant aspects of the research. 

Overview 
The CMU Planetary Rover project has built and is currently testing the Ambler, a six-legged 
robot designed for planetary exploration. We are interested in studying general capabilities of 
walking machines, including their mobility. stability, and dynamic performance. The Ambler 
has a novel configuration consisting of a stacked arrangement of orthogonal legs (Figure 1). It 
features a unique circdating gait in which trailing legs recover past all others to become leading 
legs. The circulating gait significantly decreases the average number of steps needed €or travel. 
The Ambler has been designed to stably traverse a 30" slope while crossing meter sized surface 
features (e.g., ditches, boulders, and steps). 

We have developed perception, planning, real-time control, and task-level control algorithms 
for the Ambler. The perception subsystem uses data from a scanning laser rangefinder to 
autonomously calibrate the rangefinder and to build 3D maps of the terrain. The planning 
subsystem combines kinematic constraints on the robot's motion with terrain constraints to 
find leg and body moves that provide good forward progress and stability. The real-time con- 
trol coordinates the Ambler's joints to perform accurate leg and body moves, maintains the 
dead-reckoned position, and monitors the status of the robot. The task-level control facilitates 
concurrent operation of the subsystems, reliable execution monitoring and error recovery, and 
management of the Ambler's computational and physical resources. 

The component subsystems have been integrated into a system that autonomously waIks the 
Ambler through obstacle-strewn terrain. Our chief objectives here are to enable the Ambler to 
traverse extremely rugged terrain and to operate for extended periods of time, both without hu- 
man intervention. This involves developing reliable and efficient components, and incorporating 
many levels of safeguards, both in hardware and software. 

While much of our experimental program involves the six-legged Ambler itself, we have 
utilized several other test,beds to develop parts of the system. These include the single-leg 
testbed [22 ,  311, 2D and 3D graphical simulators 1601, a leveling testbed 1491, and the Robot 
World testbed for investigating sample acquisition [lZ]. 
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Figure 1: The Ambler Robot 

Accomplishments 
The major accomplishments of the Planetary Rover project during calendar year 1990 can be 
divided into three main areas: 1) understanding the capabilities of the Ambler mechanism, 
2) autonomous walking, and 3) sample acquisition. 

Understanding Mechanism Capabilities 

The Ambler was designed to be a highly mobile walking machine. There were, however. certain 
aspects of its capabilities that required further analysis and development. John Bares, who 
designed the rover, continued his thesis research by developing objective criteria for comparing 
different walking mechanisms, concentrating on the advantages of using orthogonal legs and a 
stacked arrangement of the legs, which facilitates a circulating gait [5] .  David Manko completed 
his PhD thesis entitled “ A  General Model of Legged Locomotion on Natural Terrain” 1431 in 
which he developed methods for efficiently simulating the dynamical interactions between legged 
vehicles and the terrain. His analysis indicated the relative stability of the Ambler under servo 
control. The models were also used to demonstrate the rigidity of the mechanism (vertical 
deflections) and estimate load distributions. A planar dynamical model [45] was used to study 
the optimal choice of joints to be used for body propulsion. 

Questions of the Ambler’s stability received much attention. A study of the vehicle’s tipover 
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Figure 2: The Leveling Testbed 

characteristics was undertaken. The study also produced an algorithm for a stability monilor 
that would determine the energy stabili ty maygin of the machine (the energy needed to cross the 
tipover point) and warn if margin was too close. 

In the same vein, a comprehensive research effort was instituted to investigate methods for 
controlling the Ambler’s attitude (tilt) and altitude (vertical height). Methods under investi- 
gation include active leveling, which performs real-time feedback control based on inclinometer 
readings, static levcling, based on calculating the vertical leg extensions needed to bring the 
machine to levcl, and force redistribution of the loads on t,he feet. The research employcd the 
dynamical models developed by David hlanko and a leveling testbed composed of six stacked 
vertical actuators (Figure 2). The leveling testbed demonst,rated the use of static leveling to cor- 
rect for accumulations of tilt, and active leveling to react to terrain failures. The static leveling 
algorithm was adapted for the Ambler and used during our aubonomous walking experiments. 

Studies were begun to measure the Ambler’s power usage under various situations. Prelim- 
inary results indicate that  the steady-state power consumption of the motors, amplifiers, and 
associated electronics for the 2500 kg Ambler is about 1800 watts. Lifting and moving a single 
leg takes an additional 1.50 watts, propelling the body horizontally takes 450 watts, and lifting 
the body uses an a.dditiona1 1800 watts above steady state. 

Autonomous Walking 

We devoted much effort in 1990 to upgrading the Ambler mechanism and developing the compo- 
nent technologies of real-time control, perception, planning, and task control. The components 
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were integrated toget,her into a system that successfully demonst.rated autonomous walking over 
obstacle-strewn terrain. 

Mechanism: Several upgrades to the mechanism were performed. Custom digital/analog 
multiplexors were completed and installed on all six legs to reduce the number of wires passing 
the Ambler's slip rings. Six axis force/torque sensors were installed on the feet and the signals 
were calibrated. Two inclinometers were mounted on the body structure to  provide information 
about the tilt of the Ambler. 

The as-built 
weight of the Ambler exceeded the design and necessitated a higher gearing ratio to provide the 
necessary torque. The new gear boxes are designed to  provide sufficient torque even with the 
additional weight when the computing and power generation equipment are moved on-board. 

The most significant upgrade was a rework of the vertical link gearboxes. 

Real-Time Control: The real-time controller was extended to provide generalized leg and 
body moves. Leg move commands are specified by a series of joint space waypoints, and the con- 
troller executes the trajectories so that all motions begin and end simultaneously. When moving 
legs, the controller enables interrupts in the force sensors to detect lift-off and ground contact. 
The controller will not move the leg horizontally until lift-off is detected, and immediately stops 
all motions when a preset force threshold is reached. 

Body move commands are specified by a desired translation and rotation. The trajectory 
generated by the cont,roller translates the body linearly, while simultaneously rotating about 
the vertical axis. The body move uses a trapezoidal velocity profile to smoothly accelerate and 
decelerate. 

A kinematic dead-reckoning algorithm was implemented that determines the Ambler's posi- 
tion and orientation using the leg joint positions and inclinometer data. Given an initial stance, 
the positions of all feet in a global frame are computed. Following each body move t.he Ambler's 
location is estimated by finding the rotation matrix and translation vector that, with the least. 
squared error, transform the positions of the feet in the vehicle frame to their stored positions 
in the global frame. This method of dead-reckoning is fairly accurate (typically within 1-2cm), 
and can often detect when individual feet have slipped. 

Perception: A new scanning laser rangefinder, manufactured by Perceptrou, was received. 
The scanner acquires data in 256x256 pixel images at a rate of 2Hz. It digitizes to 12 bits 
0ve.r approximately 40m, which provides a range resolution of 0.98cm. Extensive tests were 
c0nducte.d to characterize and calibrate the scanner. Major deficiencies were identified that 
required repairs by Perceptron. 

An automatic. procedure was implemented to find the transformation between the scanner 
frame and the Ambler body frame. The procedure moves the leg to various positions within the 
scanner field of view, and processes the reflectance image to locate the leg. The leg positions in 
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the images and those positions returned by the controller are used to conipute the transformation 
that minimizes the measurement errors 1241. 

Extensive testing was performed on an algorithm for iconic matching of terrain maps, which 
determines the transformation between two viewing frames. While computationally expensive, 
this method could be used to augment dead-reckoning to provide a more accurate estimate of 
the Ambler’s motion. A technique was implemented to compute iso-elevation contours from 
terrain maps to find qualitative features such as “ridges” and “ravines.* This technique may be 
useful as input to higher-level route and trajectory planning algorithms. 

The Single Leg Testbed was used to conduct experiments on terrain typing using force 
sensors. Different materials were stepped on and t.he forces plotted. An identification procedure 
w.as formulated to classify different materials based on stiffness and friction characteristics. The 
procedure successfully classified terrains consisting of sand, soil, and sawdust. 

Planning: We have developed a hierarchy of planning algorithms for walking the Ambler 
through rough terrain: a gait p laner ,  a footfall planner, and a leg recovery planner. 

The gait planner finds leg and body moves to  follow arcs of any radius 1611. The planner 
combines kinematic and pragmatic constraints on motion. Relevant kinematic constraints in- 
clude limits on leg motion and the need to avoid collisions with other legs. Pragmatic constraints 
include not placing the leg in the path of the body, to avoid having to shuffle legs unnecessarily. 
For safety, the planner imposes the constraint that the Ambler’s center of gravity must always 
remain within the conservative support p o l y g m  (CSP) (Figure 3), which ensures that the Ambler 
will remain stable even if any single leg fails. 

The footfall planner is used t o  analyze the underlying terrain to determine locations that 
provide stable and tractive footfalls. While stability and traction cannot be measured directly 
from elevation maps, we can extract features from the maps that are good indicators, such as 
terrain slope, roughness, and curvature. The footfall planner combines these features using a 
neural net that is trained using human-supplied preferences on footfall locations [21]. 

The leg recovery planner produces energy efficient trajectories for the legs that avoid terrain 
features and collisions with the mechanism itself. The planner first determines a trajectory for 
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the horizontal joints and then optimizes the vertical trajectory to minimize travel t,ime. This is 
accomplished by projecting an envelope of vertical locations created by assuming that the leg 
raises/lowers at full speed while traveling horizontally. 

The three planners were tested extensively, both in simulation and on the Ambler itself. We 
have developed two graphical kinematic simulators: a 3D version that shows an overhead view 
of the Ambler and operates on Sun workstations, and a 3D closed-loop simulator opcrating on 
an Iris that, in addition to the Ambler model, includes simulated terrain and laser scanner [GO]. 
These simulators have proven invaluable in designing and testing the planning code. 

Task Control: Work on the Task Control Architecture concentrated in two areas: concur- 
rency, and error detection and recovery. Using TCA features for task sequencing and monitoring, 
the single-leg walking system was modified to concurrently execute one step while planning the 
next. This improved the average walking speed by over 30%, with competence comparable t,o 
the original sequential system. These ideas were subsequently ported t,o the Ambler walking 
system, with similar improvements in walking speed. 

Much attention was focused on using the monitoring and excepbion handling capabilities 
of TCA to detect execution errors and replan when necessary. These efforts had a significant, 
impact on the reliability of the walking system. Work continues in this area in order t.0 achieve 
long-term, continuous operation of the Ambler. 

The TCA code was completely rewritten in 1990 in order to provide more modular and 
reliable utilities. In particular, the internal flow of control was documented and redesigned to 
provide a more maintainable and extensible system. 

Walking Experiments: In 1990, we embarked on a comprehensive experimental program 
to test the Ambler and the walking system. The Ambler is housed in a large high-bay t,hat is 
covered with sand and includes a wooden ramp, hillocks, trenches, and boulders (Figure 4). 

Our experimental methodology involved incrementally adding modules in order to tackle 
increasingly difficult terrain. We began on a flat, non-compliant floor, manually operating the 
Ambler through the controller interface. Next, the gait planner was used to walk the Ambler 
along a variet.y of arcs, including straight-line paths and point turns. 

To traverse obstacle-strewn terrain, the perception modules and leg recovery planners were 
added. The leg recovery planner used the maps produced from the range data images (Figure 5 )  
to  guide the Ambler's legs over and around terrain features. 

Figure 6 shows a typical run of the Ambler. Operating in concurrent planning and execution 
mode, the syst,em has an average walking speed of 35cm/min, of which '75% of t,he time is 
spent by the controller in actually moving the mechanism, with the planners and perception 
subsystems each active about 50% of the time. Figure 7 shows the module utilization for a 
typical run: the dark shaded areas of the chart are times when modules are computing; lightly 
shaded areas are when they are awaiting replies from other modules. 
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Figure 4: The Ambler Obstacle Course 

Figure 5: A Local Tcrrain Map 
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Figure 6: A Typical Autonomous Walk 
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Figure 7: Timing Chart for a Typical Run 

In total, the Ambler has walked autonomously well over a kilometer. While, for safety during 
testing, the .4mbler is normally attached to a crane sling to  catch it in case of mechanical or 
algorithmic failure, an occasion the Ambler has walked “slingless.” 

We have also used preplanned motions to test the limits of the Ambler’s mobility. This has 
included stepping down the sheer face of a meter high rock into a meter deep trench, propelling 
with several feet poised on the edges of boulders, walking with one foot in the air (to demonst,rate 
conservative support), and raising the body to its full height of six meters. 

Sample Acquisition 

A research effort was begun in 1990 to perceive and acquire rock samples in natural terrain, 
using the Robot World testbed. The testbed consists of an X/Y translation table, a light-striper 
to acquire range data, and a manipulation arm with custom gripper. Sand and rocks are placed 
within vicw of the light-striper and the arm (Figure 8). 

Images from the light-striper are processed to extract features such as surface discontinuities. 
These are used to find object boundaries and contours. We developed several shape extraction 
algorithms, including one based on fitting superquadrics and one based on deformable contours. 
The deformable contours model proved to be more effective, since it makes fewer a priori as- 
sumptions about the shape of the rocks. The sampling perception system is able to extract 
sample targets from range images without human intervention. 

The paramrters of the object representation are then used to plan a grasping motion to 
acquire the rock. We developed planning algorithms for two types of grasps: an enveloping grasp 
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Figure 8: The Sample Acquisition Testbed 

using a clam-shell gripper, and a pinch grasp using a three-fingered gripper. The enveloping 
grasp is used for picking up isolated rocks, and the pinch grasp is used in cluttered situations. 

A graphical user interface was developed to assist in this project. The interface had an 
extensive selection of menus, which enabled researchers to customize algorithms interactively 
The interface also showed the results of the various operations (feature extraction, object fitting, 
grasp selection, etc.). 

The sample acquisition system was tested extensively in a variety of conditions - from 
scenes with isolated rocks, to jumbled piles of stones. The perception and planning parts of 
the system proved to be fairly robust over a wide range of conditions, although a more reliable 
gripper needs to be further investigated. 
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Personnel 
The following personnel were directly supported by the project, or performed related and con- 
tributing research in 1990: 

Faculty: 
Simmons, Chuck Thorpe, William Whit'taker. 

Martial Hebert, Katsushi Ikeuchi, Take0 Kanade, Eric Krotkov, Tom Mitchell: Reid 

Staff: Brian Albrecht, Purushothaman Balakumar, Gary Baun, Mike Blackwell, Kevin Durvl- 
ing, Christopher Fedor, Kerien Fitzpatrick, Regis Hoffman, Jim Martin, Clark McDonald, Jim 
Moody, Dave Pahnos, Henning Pangels, Bill Ross, Kevin Ryan. 

Visiting Scientists: 
Xin 14:~. 

Kenichi Arakawa, Claude Caillas, Herve Delingette, Fabrice Xoreils, Bao 

Graduate  Students: John Bares, Lonnie Chrisman, Richard Goodwin, Goang Tay Hsu, In 
So Kweon, Long-Ji Lin, David Manko, Peter Nagy, Gerry Roston, Ming Tan, Jay West, David 
Wet t ergreen. 

Undergraduate  Students:  
Nathan Harding, Andy John, Terry Lim, Eric Miles, Hans Thomas. 

Steve Baier, Jonathan Burroughs, Doug DeCarlo, John Greer, 
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Abstract: Mobile robots have yet to navigate and 
explore rough terrains autonomously. The Ambler 
walking robot has been developed in response to this 
challenge, specifically autonomous exp!natim nf 
planetary and lunar surfaces. The Ambler, which 
maintains its body on a level trajectory while 
walking, has unique orthogonal legs that are 
stacked under the body instead of the traditional 
animal-like arrangement of legs around the b d y .  
The resulting stacked configuration leads to a novel 
circulating gait that promises to improve mobility 
in terrains of extreme roughness. The Ambler's level 
body motion, orthogonal legs, and circulating gait 
greatly simplify physical control, terrain model 
construction, and motion planning-all of which are 
traditional impediments to autonomous travel 
across rough terrain. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rough terrains that occur in mining, 
construction, and  planetary surfaces are vast 
irregular landscapes of rock, soil, and sand. The 
surface of Mars (Fig. 1) is a prototypical rough, 
natural terrain. Such terrain would chaIlenge many 
animals and defy most mechanical locomotion. 
Exploration of rough terrain without continuous 
human monitoring and with only occasional human 
interaction (termed autonomous exploration) is'an 
unrealized ideal for mobile robots. An autonomous 
robot fails if it enters a situation from which it 
cannot reverse-the need for extreme reliability and 
safety affects the entire system, from mechanical 
configuration to planning strategy. Unlike their 
teleoperated counterparts, autonomous explorers are 
controlled by sensor-driven planning algorithms. If 
the robot configuration does not permit a feasible 
strategy for planning and perception, or if the robot 
is not physically suited to rough terrain operation, 
competent :,>tonomy is unrealizable. 
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Fig. 1: Surface of Mars 

This paper describes the Ambler1 a prototype 
terrestrial walker for rough terrain, and discusses 
the major advantages of the Ambler's circulating 
gait configuration in the context of autonomous 
exploration criteria. 

An autonomous rough terrain exploration robot 
must reliably transport payloads across the terrain. 
Rough terrain can be characterized by: 

Three-dimensional geometry including 
boulder-covered steep slopes, steps, and 
ditches. In addition to being a locomotion 
challenge, this geometry creates occlusions 
for terrain sensors. As a result, some aTeas in 
the terrain cannot be observed and should be 
avoided. 
Materials such as sand and dust whose 
strength and  stability' for vehicle support 
cannot be confidently determined by non- 
contact sensing. 

The combination of these factors can cause much of a 
rough terrain's surface area to be unacceptable for 
positive, confident vehicle support. Acceptable 



areas for vehicle support may be sparse and non- 
contiguous 

Straight line traverse of rough terrain is 
insufficient for exploration: As new information 
learned during exploration modifies paths and 
intentions, a robot must respond to ever changing 
plans. It should be capable of general motion in 
rough terrain, including turning, reversing, and 
moving laterally. The planning required to provide 
the robot with general m t i o n  capability should be 
feas ib le  to implement  with avai lable  
computational equipment. Since exploration robots 
are far ranging and generate their own power, high 
payload to weight ratio and extreme efficiency pose 
additional requirements. An exploring robot's 
configuration should also strongly consider 
deployment needs of the payload. For instance, a 
sampling drill may need to be positioned amratety 
against the terrain and supported rigidly during 
operation. 

2. WALKING LOCOMOTION 

21 AdwntagesofWalkinefpLBpyOhTmgin 
Mobile robot locomotion candidates include 

mechanisms that roll, walk, or combine rolling and 
walking (Track laying mechanisms ark grouped here 
with rolling mechanisms because tracks are in 
continuous terrain contact and are analogous to large 
wheels.). The fundamzntal difference between a 
rolling and walking mechanism is the means by 
which terrain support is provided. Wheeled 
machines have rollers in continuous contact with the 
terrain, while walkers suspend themselves over the 
terrain on discrete contact points. Because a walker 
only requires few support areas {footholds) 
compared to the continuous path required for a 

*wheel, a walker can traverse otherwise impassable 
terrain. A walking machine isolates its body from 
the underlying terrain and smoothly propels its 
body independent of terrain details and foot 
placement. Large body lifts with respect to gravity 
(e.& climbing a step) are difficult moves for a 
wheeled machine because the motion is 
accomplished by shearing the terrain-commonly 
resulting in large energy losses and unstable motion. 
A walker can smoothly and stably lift and lower its 
body while maintaining vertical foot forces. 
Walking machines conserve power in rough terrain 
in part because the body can be maintained at a 
fairly constant orientation and elevation with 
respect to gravity. Additionally, power losses to 

terrain are through discrete instead of continuous 
deforma tions. 

A vehicle's support polygon is defined by the 
lines connecting the points of ground support whcn 
projected on a ground plane (plane orthogonal to the 
gravity vector). Stability can be described as thc 
distance from the vehicle's center of gravity 
projected on theground plane to the polygon edge in 
the direction of interest. Most rolling vehicles have 
little control over their stability. AI ternately, a 
watker can move its body (Le., center of gravity) 
with respect to its ground support points (feet) to 
affect its stability. 

Walkers are quite amenable to the deployment 
needs of scientific and sampling payloads. Smooth, 
;taMc sodj mtim is ideal for sensor perywtives on 
the terrain. With its feet in fixed locations, a 
walker can precisely move its body three- 
dimensionally to position body-mounted instruments 
and tools over, on, and into the terrain surface. 

Walking was selected as an advantageous 
means of locomotion for rough terrain exploration. 
Walkers are able to succeed with few acceptable 
terrain support areas, body-terrain isolate, and 
provide unique benefits to scientific and sampling 
payloads. Furthermore, legged machines can 
optimize their stability and conserve power during 
traversal of rough terrains. 

- Dtive W a m  
Perhaps the simplest walkers that can 

traverse rough terrain are frame-type walkers. An 
example is the Komahu underwater octopod 
ReCUS. which consists of two rectangular frames, 
each with four vertically telescoping legs-the 
machine w a l k  over rough terrain by supporting 
itself on one four-legged frame while advancing the 
other frame (4). The ReCUS steers by rotating the 
lifted frame with respect to the supporting frame. 
Since groups of legs are advanced and placed 
together, a frame walker's capability is limited in 
terrain where many areas are deemed unsuitable for 
footholds. 

Unlike frame walkers, terrain adaptive 
walkers place feet individually-each foot can be 
moved in three dimensions to conform to the terrain. 
The Adaptive Suspension Vehicle (ASV) (I I) ,  
Aquarobot (5). and Odex I ( 9 )  are terrain adaptive 
walkers. Terrain adaptive walkers are able to 
select high confidence footholds and optimize 
stability even In very rough terrains. The difficulty 
of complete freedom of foot motion is that selection 
of individual footholds in rough terrain requires 
intensive modelling and planning. The ASV lessens 
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this burden by relying on its human operator to 
select footholds and plan body moves through rough 
terrain. 

An alternate method that reduces the 
complexity of foothold selection is to use 
precomputed templates that automatically place 
feet in patterns with little or no consideration for 
the specifics of the underlying terrain. An 
alternating tripod gait, used by the Odex I, 
Aquarobot, and other six-leg walkers is an example. 
In this gait, legs support and advance in sets of 
three. However, since patterned groups of 
acceptable footholds are required, the capability of 
this gait in rough terrain is limited. Furthermore, 
during each advance cycle the vehicle's safety Is 
quite vulnerable as failure of any one of the three 
supporting legs would destabilize the walker. 

Each Ambler leg consists of a rotational and 
extensional link that move in  the horizontal plane 
and an orthogonal vertical link. The Ambler's six 
"orthogonal" legs are stacked on two central body 
shafts (three legs to a shaft]. The two shafts are 
connected to an arched body structure that includes 
four enclosures that house power generation, 
electronics, computing and scientific equipment. 

A laser range senmr mounted atop the body 
builds terrain maps from which footholds are 
selected. Two sampling "pods" under the leg stacks 
canaccommodate large sampling toolsor sensors and 
can be placed in near proximity to or directly on the 
terrain. Deep coring equipment could be housed in 
the central bqdy shafts that extend the full height 
of the walker. The Ambler's structural elements are 
primarily aluminum construction. 

3. AMBLER The Ambler's vertical links individually 
adjust to terrain roughness and maintain the walker 

The (Fig* and ') is a proto* in a continuous level orientation over the terrain 
(Fig. 3). Equal displacements on all vertical links 
lift or lower the body to climb or descend slopes, 
steps, etc. propulsion of the lewl My is 

mobility " O w  to with frequent by coordinated motions of the rotational and 
surface kahrres (e.& dithm bouldWb and Passive foot rotation allows the 
"p to Onemeterin size' Desie@oadsconsistedof vertical links to pivot about the feet during 
scientific and sampling equipment such as tooling for propul~on. 
grasping, digging, and deep coring (several meter). 
The power.budget was taken a s  one kilowatt for 
travel speed of 1 meter/minute. Table 1: Ambler Specifications 

rough terrain robot that is resP-'nsiw to the 
needs Of autonomous e@oration of planetary and 
lunar surfaces. Terrains considered for Ambler 

Of exte&om( links. 

Dimemiore 
Typical walking width 4 5  m 
Typical walking length: 35 m 
Typical foot spacing in direction of motion: I5 m 
Height: 4.16.0 m 
Mobility 

1.9 m Maximum step crossing: 
Maximum ditch crossing: 15 rn 
Maximum slope with 1 m wide ditch on slope: 30" 
Weight 2 

Legsandbodystructure: ' 2aK) kg 
Vehicle design weight (with payload): 3180 kg 
Power3 
Body propulsion at 2 m/min: 650 watts 

150 watts *recovery: 

. k u v  AmUu Rmdlon.Lly b m U . 1  lor apnimmtatim and 
rod: In many athu pmg.m m a s ,  m a  c m p m m i r n  -11 m d e  
wlth so+ to wdghk and dfldrnry Io p ~ m l r  b u l c  walking 
paform."<*. 

Fig. 2: Ambler MolIndudcd:mmplUns.nd.~dy.~l.~~@owcrmn'umplion 
wiml Wdkbnol mmringl. 
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Fig. 3: Level BodyMotion 

As the body progresses, there is a point at 
which the rearmost leg must be moved ahead. The 
act of lifting a l e g  moving i: ah&, z ~ d  :ep!xing 
it on the terrain is termed leg ”recovery”. Ambler 
leg recovery is quite unique; after a foot is lifted, the 
extensional link retracts and the rotational link 
spins to pass the vertical link between the leg stacks 
and through the body such that the foot can be 
placed ahead of other supporting feet. During 
propulsion, supporting legs move rearward relative 
to the body. Therefore, after every six leg 
recoveries each leg has completed a full revolution 
about its respective body shaft. This leg motion, 
termed circulation, is shown in Fig. 4 where a 
sequence of six leg recoveries and sibsequent body 
propel motions are shown from left to right across 
the page. As the walker moves forward the bold 
leg completes a full counter-clockwise revolution 
about the left side body shaft. During the same 
period, it can be seen that all other legs have also 
circulated to their original positions. Circulation is 

unprecedented in exishng walking mechanisms and 
in the animal kingdom. 

At times the Ambler does not utilizc circulation 
as described. Tight turns require legs on the insidc of 
the turn to recover from front to back (rear 
circulation), while thc outcr 1cgs continue to 
circulate forward (front circulation). For lateral 
moves, the Ambler uses a traditional insect style 
“ratcheting” gait in which legs do not pass through 
the body during recovery. 

Elevation maps are constructed from laser range 
sensor data. Based on the maps, a gait planncr 
determines body and leg trajectories to move the 
walker toward a goal while maintaining vehicle 
safety. A graphic simulator ascertains that the 
planned trajectories are correct. After verificatic., 
trajectories are passed to the robot controller and 
imposed on  the walker. A task-based software 
architecture connects these various modules and is 
able to coordinate multiple goals, handle 
contingencies, and =over from plan failures. Full 
discussions of the Ambler perception system and gait 
planning software can be found in (12) and (121, 
respectively. The Ambler’s task control 
architecture is presented in (10). 

Models of the Ambler mechanism have been 
developed to study foot-soil interactions, power 
consumption, tipover, and foot slippage (8). A 
comprehensive model incorporates non-conservative 
foot-soil interactions in a full non-linear dynamic 
formula tion. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Fig. 4: Circulating Gait. Walker advance is shown in stages from left to right. The dotted curve denotes the 
path of a recovering leg. Leg #I, the first leg to recover, is shown in bold throughout the sequence to 
emphasize circulation. After the six steps shown, a11 legs have completed a full revolution. 
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32 E lectromechanical Desa im 
Each Ambler leg is identical. Fig. 5 shows 

three legs, the central shaft about which they 
rotate, and a section of the body. Components of the 
uppermost leg have been emphasized. The 
rotational link gearbox pinion engages a large spur 
gear affixed to the central shaft. The prismatic 
links (extensional and vertical) are rack and pinion 
driven and slide on linear bearings. Each of the 
three motor-gearbox units include a permanent 
magnet DC motor, incremental encoder, high 
efficiency spur gearbox, fail-safe load holding 
brake, and absolute e n d e r .  A six-axis forcdtorque 
sensor mounted to the base of each vertical link 
provides a full state of force acting on the foot pad: 

A multiple-ring slipring commutates power and 
signals from each leg to the body. Custom digital 
and  analog multiplexors reduce the number of 
individual rings in the slipring. On each leg, an  
electronics box mounted to the rotational link houses 
the multiplexing hardware, motor amplifiers, and 
brake relays that operate the leg. 

The Ambler controller is a combination of 
single-board computers, motion control boards, and 
input/output boardsona W E  bus. Acommonreal 
time operating system synchronizes.input/output 
and motion control. Digital boards route a variety 
of signals including brake control and force sensor 
control. Analog-to-digital converters read signals 
from <he force sensors, absolute encoders, and 
inclinometers. A safety circuit monitors all walker 
motions and immobilizes the robot in response to a 
variety of sensed unsafe conditions. 

A tether connected to the body supplies power 
a s  well as linking the robot controller, which 
currently resides off-board. Eventually, the 
 ont troller. power generation equipment, and  
telemetry equipment will be housed in the body, and 
the tether eliminated. 

4. AMBLER CONFIGURATION 
ADVANTAGES 

A traditional rough terrain gait is follow-the 
leader: The computer (or human operator) selects 
front footholds and trailing feet step next to or  in 
the vacated footprints of leading feet (11). There 
are several reasons why the Ambler's circulating 
gait should enable it to succeed in terrains that 
wouId frustrate or impede walkers with traditional 

gaits. First, since circulation places rccovering feet 
ahead of supporting feet, the total number of foot 
placements on the terrain is greatly reduced. A 
circulating gait requires three to four times fewer 
foot placements than traditional terrain adaptive 
gaits (e.g., follow-the-leader). Foothold sclcction 
and leg recovery planning difficulty is a function of 
terrain roughnessas roughness increases, fewer foot 
placements should be highly advantageous. 
Furthermore, since foot placements are likely jolt 
the vehicle's terrain modelling sensors, fewer 
placements should improve model accuracy. 

A second advantage of circulation is that large 
foot size does not limit rough terrain mobility. For 
instance, consider a rear-propoga ting follow-the- 
leader gait in which trailing feet are placed 
adjacent to leading feet: Footholds must be large 
enough to accommodate two feet. Since circulation 
does not place feet in proximity to each other, 
footholds need not be oversize. The result is that 
foothold planning in rough terrain is less 
constrained and moie likely to succeed. 

42 D e w &  d Body Su- an UI  . 
Several existing terrain adaptive walkers such 

as the MELWALK .Mark411 (6) and Titan 111 (3) 
have leg geomehies that decouple body support and 
propulsion. That is, leg actuation for support is 
independent from actuation for propulsion and no 
kinematic coupling exists between the two. 
Decoupling leads to advantages in efficiency, 
planning, control, and sensor stabilization. The 
Ambler's vertical links support and level the body 
over terrain, and its horizontal links propel the 
body. As the Ambler moves over terrain the body 
remains level and is only raised or lowered to pass 
large terrain features thus minimizing energy 
expenditure. Once a desired vertical elevation has 
been selected, body motion planning degenerates to 
position and heading in the horizontal plane. 
Propulsion of the level body requires only a 
determinate subset (three) of the horizontal 
actuators. 

Body support and propulsion decoupling is also 
advantageous during the development of planning 
and control software. The Ambler's decoupled 
configuration permits the vertical links to be locked 
while propulsion control is developed and 
alternately, the planar links can be locked while 
vertical control (e.g., leveling control) is developed. 
This mode of decoupled development has enabled 
rapid testing and demonstration of Ambler's basic 
walking capabilities. 
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A critical task for an autonomous explorer is 
mapping its surrounding terrain. The resulting 
terrain map is the basis for planning and safeguard. 
so its accuracy directly governs the capability and 
reliability of the vehicle. Since the perception 
sensor field of view does not include terrain under or 
to the immediate sides of the walker and because 
multiple perspectives of the same scene are required 
to resolve unknown and occluded areas, registration 
of multiple images is desirable to build a sufficient 
map of the local terrain. Maintaining the Sensor on 
a smooth, level trajectory is very advantageous to 
the speed and accuracy of image registration and 
correlation. 

4 J M  inimal Lower w u n  li uniie - Ftuvuisiyr( . "  
As the Ambler's body is propelled, the vertical 

links rotate on the feet without sweeping any 
volume-especially important in rough terrain 
where the lower leg could collide with obstacles 
and possibly become entrapped. This feature of the 
orthogonal leg should.  lessen the search for 
footholds in rough terrain as feet can be placed very 
near to terrain obstacles (e.g., steps or ledges). 
Alternately, the shank (lowest link) of a 
pantograph style leg pivots on the foot and sweeps a 
volume during propulsion. Allowance for this 
additional volume must be made during foothold 
selection, and limits terrain footholds to those with 
sufficient surrounding dear space. 

4 4  St abilitv and Redu ndancy 
Reliable locomotion is essential for an 

autonomous mobile robot which will operate on a 
distant planet. To this end, the Ambler has 
excellent stability features. First, by maintaining 
the body in a level configuration, foot forces can be 
proportioned as desired (within bounds). For 
instance, a disproportionate amount of the vehicle 
weight could be placed on the leading legs when 
hill climbing so that a terrain failure would result 
in a stumble into the hill instead of a rearward 
tumble. 

Second, the stacked orthogonal leg 
configuration permits five-legged crawl gaits &e., 
only one leg in recovev at any time) that keep the 
walker stable even after the failure of any one 
supporting leg (7). Finally, since legs can operate in 
each other's zones, the robot can continue statically 
stabIe operation after the failure of any two legs. 
1m;aired L - . ? O ~ C S  Le., four or five operational IC@) 
would probdbiy not use a circulatinggait. 

. .  

5. EXPERIMENTATION 

The Ambler (Fig. 6)  is currently undergoing 
walking experimentation on flat, compliant terrain. 
Development work continues in the areas of 
perception, gait planning, foothold selection, and 
mechanism controller. Circulating gait algorithms 
are being developed that allow general trajectories 
with curves of any radius. As perception and 
planning ability matures, terrain roughness will be 
increased. 

After rough terrain capability has  been 
demonstrated indoors, power, computing, and 
telemetry will be moved on-board the Ambler so 
that autonomous walking can be demonstrated in 
rough outdoor terrains. Missions of extreme 
capability and endurance are envisioned to quantify 
the walker's ability. Sensors and tools for sampling 
will be mounted on the Ambler, so that ultimate 
terrestrial missions can combine long-range walking 
and sampling tasks. 

Mechanism modelling of the Ambler continues 
to provide simulated time histories and insight 
about walker performance in situations that are 
either too difficult or time consuming to test directly 
on the prototype-walker. Modelling and simulation 
results (e& approaches to power efficient walking) 
are continuously integrated into the Ambler control 
system. 

. 

Fig. 6: Ambler on Flat Terrain 
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6. CONCLUSIONS REFERENCES 

Exploration of rough terrain without continual 
oversight and input from a human operator has yet 
to be demonstrated by a mobile robot. The Ambler 
walker configuration holds the promise of 
performing successful rough terrain exploration 
because of its unique amenabilities to sensing, 
planning, and control-the major elements of 
autonomy: 

Its circulating gait dramatically reduces the 
number of foot contacts on terrain thus 
reducing planning constraints and improving 
mobility. 
Its decoupled leg geometry and level body 
motion provide simplifications throughout 
the system architecture from body motion 
planning to smooth transport of terrain 

Its orthogonal leg is ideal for rough terrain as 
the vertical links sweep no volume during 
propulsion and can be placed close to 
obstades. 

The Ambler wilt be an important benchmark for 
walker mobility, reliability, and efficiency in 
rough terrain. Objectives include; autonomous 
traversal and sampling of terrain more extreme than 
other walker% have attempted, travel rates and 
payload that are significant relative to available 
power, and a mandate for operational modes that 
never compromise safety. 

sensors 
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Abstract 
We describe an integrated system capable of walking over 

rugged lenain using a single leg ruspendedbelow a carriage h a t  
ralls along rails. To walk, Ihhe system uses B lsser scanner to 
find a foothold, positions the leg above the foolhbld. conlacls the 
tcrrain with llre fooL and applies force enough to advance thc 
carriage along Uie mils. Walking both forward and backward. 
the system has mverscd hundreds of meters of rugged terrain 
including ohstnelcs loo Lall u, slep oyer. trenches too deep to step 
in. closely spaced rocks. and sand hills. The implemented system 
consisls of a number of task-specific processes (two for planning. 
two for perception. one for real-time control) and n central control 
process that directs Ihe flowof communication between processes. 
Implementing lhis integrated system is a significant step toward 
the goal of lhe CMU Planeulry Rover project to prototype an 
aumnomous sk-legged robot for planetary exploration. 

1 Introduction 
The goal of the CMU Planetary Rover project is to protowe an 
aulonomous mobile robot for planelary exploration. The design 
is a six-legged walking robot with orthogonsl legs and an over- 
lapping gait [Bares, Ihis proceedings). To successfully walk over 
rugged terrain. Ihe rover murrfomhincperception,planning. and 
real-time conbnl in an integrated system. 

Recent rercan-h toward such M integrated syslem has con- 
centrated on the task of single leg walking ns a special case of 
nix-legged walking. Whstdistinguishca our work is the simplicity 
of the walking mechanism and the complctenesa and comprehen- 
siveness of the conuolling system, other researchers USE a single 
leg lo isolate and study fundamental issues in  balanceand dynam- 
ics19. 111. Ourreasonsfor using asimplemechanicalsyrtem-it 
is stable both rlatically and dynamically-include testing algo- 
rithms wilh relative safety and ease. and coordinating design and 
development so that results fmm wnlking experimenu influence 
more quiccldy the cvolulion of design of the six-legged wallrcr. 
Previous effoorts 10 create a coherent robotic walking system from 
component research results have generated significant advances, 
for example BS reported in IS. 6. 7. 101 and many others. One of 
the reasons that these efforts have not proven entirely effective is 
the difficulty involved in devclopingeach ofthe rubsystetns(e.g., 
locomotion. perception. planning. conpnl): thus, each research 
efTort has concentrated on a proper subset of the issues. 

This psper describes the comprehensive system that we have 
implemented. snd prcsenuresulls from single leg walking exper- 
imenu. Vierrefer readers intcrerled in Uie objectives and BCCOITI- 
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Figure 1: Single Leg Testbed 

plishmenu of Ihe overall project to (121 

2 Single Leg Testbed 
The single leg testbed contains over 40 tons of sand and a variety 
of obstaclesin an 11x6m “sandbox”msde from I-beams. It also 
includes a robot Icg. sensors, and electronics (Fig. 1 ). 

The robot leg is n prototype design not currently uscd on 
the six-legged Ambler mecause integrated walking experiments 
revealed problems early). The leg has three pinu: a revolute 
shoulder, n revolute elbow. and a prismatic vertical nds. 1ls hor- 
izontallenglh is 2.5m and vertical travel is 1.5m. In [he shoulder 
and elbow axes, brushless lX servo molon couple lo llie joint 
aaes by an 8 0 1  b m o n i c  drive speed reducer and B 3:l bevel 
gear. In the venical axis, B brushless DC sew0 molordrives a 12: 1 
speedreducer snd a lead screw. 

Theleg hangsfrom ncm’age (orbody)thatrolls alongmils. 
The lcg “walks” by plonting the fool on rlie grnund and actuat- 
ing Ihe shouldcr and elbow motors 10 push or pull Uie camage. 
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Figure 2: Modules of the Single Leg Walking System 

Although the ram me I-bcnms. they cxhibitsignfficant deflection 
due to thdr h g d l  and the b d s  applied. Thb deflection provldes 
compliance for the ryrtem (which is good). butchmges u a func- 
don of the leg poridon (which ia ba4 because it mnkes u c u n r e  
leg plnccmcntdifRcult). 

Sensors on the leg include motor shaft encaden. limit 
switches. and 8 six-axu foneltorque Sensor mounted near h e  
foor Other sensm Include i s c m n h g  laser rangeflnder fo sense 
the terrain in the sandbox, a potentiometer that measures the dis- 
mnce uavelled by the c d a g e .  urd two inclinometers to measure 
rotadon of the caniige with respect to gravity. 

A conbolmom housedtlnse workrtallons connectedby Eh- 
erne4 hardwars to coniml the Ism scanner, and a VME cage 
conmining areal-time conbol system with Its ussociatedhardwm 
(68020singleboard wmputer,Ethemetconwllcr, Amconvel la .  
hvo 80186 motion conbol cuds,  md an inmflcc card to connect 
them to the motor mplifiers). 

3 Task Control Architecture 
Simmons et al. designed the Task Control Architecare W A )  
to integrate sub-systems developed by dilierent r e s c m h m  inlo a 
complete mbotic syawm (81. TCA pmvlder mechanlsms lo sup- 
port mcmipc passing between dismiboted processed. hierarehicd 
planning. plan execution, monitoring the environment mdexcep- 
lfon hmdling. A system built using TCA conskm of a number 
of uak-spocillc pmcerres. called mduias, and a genenl ceard 
conno! pmcesa that d i m s  the Row of commonicatbn beween 
modules. The ainsk leg ~ l I u n g  ryrtem umsisa of six modules 
plus the cenud conimi (Fig. 2). 

A prominent aspactofTCA Is rrnrmiz4 mnmL Althoogh 
resuuchera haverecently advocal+ddcanulllredconiml for mo- 
bile ?obob. c.8 PI. the TCA dexlgnen believe h a t  centralized 
conuoi hna many advantngea for a u p p h g  the above cspabili- 
Her. Firat It can more easily coniml multiple tasks by synchro. 
nizing them. dllocaling ~csourced, and determining which lash 

Figure3: Thsk Tree 
Bubbles represent query messagcs.reclangles reprrsentcommsnd 
messages. and rounded reclangles represent goal messages. 

have priority. Second. ccnuaiizcd conad maltes the sysicm more 
understandable and easier to modify. Since there is a single point 
fhmugh which all communication flows. one CM e d y  monitor 
and analyze ike communicltion. Finally, we have not bund E m -  

ullicd wnwl to bc a r y s t m  bodencck in ourapplicattons; TCA 
canpmccssamessagein approximately Bhnsec. fasmthln ciher 
the perceptionor conmlsyatcmsopnate. 

Modules can connect with &e central process in any order 
and at any lime. If n modulecrasher. it can be restarted end IC- 
connected withoot bringing down the rest of the system. Modules 
interact with TCA by calling utility functions, passing s nrgu- 
mm~standardCorLISP~etastnrctu~. Whenmoduluconncct 
to the ccnual conmi. they Indicate which messagedthcy can han- 
dle by registering the message name. a handler procedure. and 
the dam format of the message. TCA also contains facililies for 
displaying ubiunry data skuctnm; we use thi to log all message 

In TCA. planning and executing a task otcuxs by modules 
sending L series of messages to one mother. For the single leg 
wmlkn. aft- sll modules have connected to cenual and registered 
heir  messages Md handlers. a message k sent lo h e  gait planner 
Inrtmcrlng it to begh planning. To plan and execute a complete 

These messages m of various t y p e s d a c h  message class 
h u  a different scmantiu and different effecrr. Query messages 
oblain information about the extrmal or internal envhnment. 
Goa1 mcrsiges provide I mechanism for hlermhical planning. 
When a modole i m u u  a god message. TCA mates a node end 
ldds it as a child of the node assminted with h e  handler h t  
issued the message. These nodes form a hiuanhicul task :ne that 
TCA uses In schedule planning and execution of tasks (Fig. 3). 
Conmadmessages merequests for some lctian to beperlormed. 
Lite god messagu. TCA adds them to the mk uec: typically. 
they form rhc leaf nodes of the bee. 

In addition to spccifyingparentrchildren relationships in the 
task tree4TC.4 provides mechanisms for temporally consmining 
the relationships bclween nades in the me. Esscn~ally, the task 
L M s  plus the temporal consbllints form TCKs repmentalion of 

ulinc. 

8u?p M V O I V U  Sending about 25 meSSaged. 
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plans. For example. one can specify that command A musl be 
executed before commmnd B Is started. or that goal C cannot be 
planned until command B has Bnbhed. TCA mainlains separate 
wnstrainu for the planning and achievementof tasks-thus. one 
could specify that the robot should go to a Sample site and then 
q u k e  II rampic. but that it shouldplan how (and io it can acquire 
the sample before planning how to navigate to ulc sire. 

Uniike query messages. goal and command mwsmges are 
non-blocking. i.c.. a goal or command messagehas notnecwrnrily 
been handledby the lime control relums to the module issuing the 
message. This asynchronous control maker Ihc overall syslem 
more reactive since the central pmcess controls when to schedule 
tasks and when to preempt them. The non-blocking nature of 
goal and command messages &o rndrts it easy to do plsnning 
in advance of execution. The planning modules merely send 
messages that m a t e  task trees. and TCA ensures that the tasks 
will be executed at the appropriate times. 

In additirm to sepantingplanning ind erecution.TCA uses 
a separate niechanlsm m pcrfmm exception handling. Goal and 
command messages. when lhey d e b t  plan-time End execution- 
time fdluru.  respbctively. issue exception mcssagw. The central 
c o n m l  suspends the cunenf task end mutes the exception to the 
appropctatc userdefined handler. T h m .  the exception handler 
can analyze the failing task ucc and decide how to manipulale it 
to recover kom t h e m .  lor instance, by k i n g  p m  of the Lask 
me, or by adding new nodw to the tree to patch the plm. 

4 Real-Time Control 
The control softwore mns on the real-time system under the vx- 
Works (rM) operating system, and communicates to the rest of 
Ihe system through TCA. The mntmUer p e r f a n s  three tash:  it 
executes kg and body movements md reports their positions: it 
communlcdw with the UIC~ (cithn a p m n  or a process): and It 
handler uynchmnoua inknupu ganeralsd by the motion controi 
cards. This section dwussea only lhe tint of these usks. 

Given n series of points in joint space (way-poinu). the 
controUcr aCNates the leg moton so h a t  the leg passu through 
each. lt campulesthe time rcqolred far the slowestplnt to move 
beween ruaessivc way-poinu. and then scaler Ihe speeds of 
the 0th~~ b i n e  sa that 111 d v e  simultaneously at each way- 
point. To smooth the mollon. the conbvUa links way-points with 
c o n s ~ n l v a b t i t y  segments which in Nm it connecla by constant 
acceleration aegmms. If the USR specifics lhc lost path segment 
lo be in m s i t i c n  mode. then the conmllm p lacu  the foot on the 
ground end lords it up to n specified force. 

Once it achieves the desired bad on the leg. the conmlln 
movcsthebodybyacwatingthsihouldcrmdelbowpinutomova 
atgivenvelocities. notto given positions. It p e r f a n s  thls miabout 
60H% which differs sufficiently fmm the natural boquency of the 
system to pro~lude resonance. Tk conmller computes the joint 
VelociIIes by 8pplylng the inreran Jacobim to Iha Carlcsisn body 
vcioclly. whbhis  aclipped.Uneu functionof l h e e m  between the 
current and commandcdlmdy posihns.  Due to non-linemities of 
the system th* CLUSW overshoot of the p i n u  horn their nomind 
position givm a perfectly line- system. Thia overshooltdrcs the 
form of stored strain energy. The conmller dissipates h e  suain 
before unloading the leg. othewire the Cool could drag across ulc 
pound. possibly hitting an obstacle. If at my lime the forces 
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exerted on Ihe foot dccrcrse rapidly. indicating that the foot has 
iorrcontactwilh the ground. the c~nuollcr halls. 

5 Perception 
The perception syrtemconsialz of two major modulcs: the Imng- 
ing Sensor Manager OSM). which senses the environment with 
a scanning larn rangefindu: snd the Local Terrain Map Man- 
ager (LTM Manager). which consme0  elcvation maps tram die 
rangeflnder dam. Readers will And n higher level mccount of the 
perception system in 111 and a lower level account in 141. 

The ISM operates the imaging sensors. including initializa- 
tion. stabs determination. dam acquisition. calibration. girning. 
and other operations. The I S M  h u  been implemcnled and lesed 
for the €rim and P u c e p m n  scanning laser rmgefinders. These 
sensors may be real (it.. they acquin data in rcal.time from the 
physical sensor) or virmal (i.c.. lhey acquire data from sforage. 
mtdwectly h m  lhs sensor). We have found vidual devices and 
virtu~imagutobeoscfolfordevcloping and testing code without 
hardware. 

The LTM Mannger consrmcls and maintains a local terrain 
map (LTM)' for locomotion guidance. shofl-range navigalion. and 
sampling operations. An LTM describes the environmcnl in the 
immediate viclnily of the Ambler. and may extend up to lens of 
mews on a side. An LTM is noL sbictly speaking. a single map; 
inpractice.it Is aregiswred collection ofmaps. whosedescriptions 
of the envbonmmt include geometric characlehtics and materiel 
properties of the tcnain. We have organized the software i n b  
three ma@ submodules: one hat  builds the LTM. one that merges 
LTMs. andone that focusu atlention on parti of Ihe LTM that are 
closer to Ihe vehicle (not described here). 

The LTM Builder consmcu an LTM from a single frame 
01 sensor data by m f o r m i n g  the raw sensor obsmationr into 
a sdDclured description of the terraln in the local vicinity of the 
vchicle. The implementation uses the Lac115 Method (41 to bans- 
form the input raw range imagu info an output elevation map. 
In addition, the LTM Builder computes the uncertsinly of the cs- 
timated elevations. analyzes elevation map patches as footholds. 
and estimates the mean slope OVU elevation map patches. 

The LTM Merger maintains the LTM to reflect Ihc infor- 
mation contained in a sequence of maps c o n r m c l d  by the LTM 
Builder. The lmpiemcntntion of the LTM Merger accepts BS in- 
put the LTM L.! consmcted fmm range images io.iI, . . . ,la. and 
the LTM LE! consuucted h m  range image I,+!, 11 genmres ms 
OUPUI h e  LIU L R  by replacing overlapping elevarion measure. 
men@ with themaximum lkelihoodastimalcoflhe e l ~ v ~ l i o n .  The 
m c r g i n g o p ~ L ~ o n l s  nceesslrlbccausemapscreated from asinglc 
Irame of d u n  do rial. in general. contain enough information to 
accomplish even simple taab. For example, consider the task of 
plmning Ihe mjecmry of a m o v n i n g  leg. Because Ihc scanner 
loob forwud, themapconsrmctedfmm a single forwadlooking 
range image can not possibly SK obsuc lu  eilhher below or behind 
th8 vehicle. Theseobskclesposereal threau to the recovering leg, 
which must follow a trajecmry that avoids wllisions with them. 
Thus. the merging operation is necessary to creak an L m  (hat 

'To c h i n a l e  any possible confuiion abauc h e  terminobey. w t  mean 
lo distinguish the LTM. which is 8 dru s t n ~ c f u ~ .  from the LTM Mmagcr. 
which ir L procera. 



provider a wider coverage of the tcnain than is possihle with a 
single frame of data. 

6 Planning 
The planning problems for single leg walking includc deciding 
where to place the leg. how to move it therc. and how fw to move 
the carriage st each siep. The planning system ConSisU of two 
modules: the gait planner chooses foolholds and body advances, 
and lhe leg-recoveryplaoneridentifies trajectories from the cuncnt 
leg position to the planned foothold. 

The gait planner computes cosrmps lhat indicate the "good- 
ness" of each potential foothold on n l k m  grid. It assigns costs 
based on the following conshainf5: 1) flat terrain is preferable 
bolh for slability and for pmvlding traction in moving the body; 
2 )  the csnlage can advance fanher &om some footholds ban  fmm 
othcrs: 3) leg conflgurations in which horizantd links obsmcl  the 
scanner field of view ue undcsuesblc; 4) lhe leg CM not reach 
areas outside its kinematic limifs or ones surrounded by high ob- 
stnclcs (including other legs, fox the ah-leg case); 5 )  the leg can 
not reach t enah  that is too high or 100 low (recall that the body 
height is fixed). The gait planner combines the cost maps using 
a weighted sum. It selects 85 the foothold the grid point with the 
lowestcostin thecompositecostmep. Ilplansthebodymoverhat 
is the minimum of 1) the lqest  advanccposslble bom the chosen 
foothold and 2) a user-defined threshold? 

Advanmges of this constraint-basad approach are that the 
planner does not have lo commil a priori to which consualnr is 
most Important, and il is easy LO add new constrein5 as relevant 
ones NC identified. Although this approach could result in high 
computationalcosts,hpractictihe planneris faatrelative to other 
computations. 

While the gait planner decides where to sct thcfoo~ thelcg- 
recoveryplannerdetermines the hajechry to that position without 
hitting obstacles. The leg-recovery planner uses LL novel alga- 
rilhm thst Ends time and power efficient moves through three- 
dimensional space while rewchiig only n two-dimensional space. 
thus consldenbly increasing the efaciency of the planning. 

The planner crcntes a configuration semh space for the el- 
bow and shoulder join@. It divides the space into n dwnete grid 
approximately 0.1 radian wide. and fills the grid wih obstacles. 
It grows terrain obstncles and o h n  legs (for the six leg case) by 
lhc radius of the foot plua an uncmainly factor. The planner then 
searches lhis space using the A' algorithm for the minimum cost 
path (weighting power and time by a user-specified ratio) IO the 
goal, either by going around or over obstacles. It computes the 
power consumed to reach a grid c e U  &om an adjacent cell as ths 
sum of the power n e d c d  LO move the elbow and shoulder joints 
lo get to the cell. plus the power needed lo reiae the leg above the 
elevation associated with that cell. It c o m p u w  the lime required 
to get to a cell by keeping hack of 1) all possible paths that the 
Iegcanla)ieinrenching apmiculargridccll. nnd2)thsmaximum 
and minimum heighls that the leg can reach at any particular cell. 
assuming that the leg iifutlowcn of full spced while moving hori- 
zonally. At the end of the search. theplannm determines the final 

Figure 4: Obstacle Course 
The obstaclecourse is 10m long and consisfs of a box (righl) 100 

Lall for heleg to stepover. a"sieeplpcliose"anangemcntofpylons 
(center) lying on the ground, two lwger obstacles (le11 nnd upper 
cenlcr)separaled by about lm. anda dozenor so smallerohstacles. 

trajectory by selecting vertical moves that minimize the risk to the 
machine whiie malntaining the optimalily of the pnth found. 

7 Experiments 
Aiter the single leg testbed becaniaopcraiionnl in May 19R9, WE 

performed II series of luu on half L dozen obriacle courses. Fig. 
4 shows one of them. and Fig. 5 illustraler rn ninp of it conrrmcied 
by the perception system. The courses combine obstacles that =e 
too rall LO step over, obstacles separated by distances smaller Ihm 
thedinmeterofthe foot. trenehcatoadeeptostep in. andsandhills 
with a vlriety or ~lopes.  The crit&a for a successful havcrsssl we 
to reach the goal and lo avoid contnci with any obsracle. 

For each hial. first we activaie h e  integrated system shown 
in Fig. 2. Then we issue a command lo walk forward IO thc 
of the testbed (about 10m). After this. U i e  integrated system is 
entirely autonomousas it plans and exccutes the wnlking cycleof 
moving the leg andpropelling llie body along the rails. 

The integrated system successIully negotinkd 911 01 Lhc ob- 
staclecoumu;. It traversed h e  coutscin Fig. 4 sevenconsecutive 
times during one afternoon. It traversed comparable C O U ~ S C S  more 
than t h i q  times. In some of the b i d s .  the syscrn also w~lked 
backward. using the map built by the perception system while 
walking forward. This was surprisingly easy; chhe system could 
always follow a succzssfulfoward Uavme by asucccssful back- 
ward baverse. 

Failures 
include stepping on obslackr, and grazing them with the leg. To 
diagnose Ulese failures is challenging. To itlushalc the dilficuliy. 
suppose that the leg strikes an obstacle. What went wrong? The 
fault could be in any of the subsystems. The perception system 
may have computed an inaccurate map. incorrectly deicrmining 

Not all forward walking hials were successiul. 
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Figure 5:  Elevarion Map of Obslacle Course 
The perception system built this elevarjon map Irom five range 
images scquired a[ different positions. The map resolution is 
1 0 c m . O < X < 3 m . a n d 4 ~ Y < 1 2 m .  

llie obstacle location. The planning system may have chosen a 
poor foolhold or an erroneous leg trsjecrory. The conuollm may 
have executed poorly a pcrfect plan. Or any combination of the 
former faclors could cause the fault. 

During the walking bials. we identified the h e  following 
combinstion of faclors ro be responsible for the lwgcst number 
of failures: 1) the perception system sometimes underestimates 
the possible m o r  in thc perceived location of an obstacle. 2) the 
conlroller does not compensate for the change in leg positioning 
accuracy as a function of body position? 3) the gail planner. 
worlting without models of the above deficiencies. is sometimes 
more eager 10 advance IO lhe god (i.e.. plan IongcI slcps) h e n  to 
steer clearof obstacles (Le.. plansteps that s a d c e b o d y  advance 
for obstacle avoidance). 

W e  6nd the average walking velocity IO be on the order of 
one meler per minulc. Since we have not dedicated moch effort 
to optimizing either hardware or software. this statislic may not 
be particularly meaningful. One version of the inngratcd system 
Bchieves nearly continuous waking (Fig. 6). It mncuncnrly 
enecuks one step while planning the ncxt stcp(s). exploiting h e  
lemporal consmint mechanisms of TCA. 

8 Discussion 
We have described 8n inregrarcd system that combines advanced 
techniques in perception. conml. and planning into B compre- 
hensive whole. Experiment?; show that the system can perform 
capable and fairly reliable single leg walking on mugh kenain. 

lDuc IO rariiblecompliancc nt rhc railr, the errors in Icg p v i h n i n y  
~ r e w  with h e  dirhnccdongthhcraila fianthc body 10 rhccloscstancharing 
wall. Thus, rhe crmrs are larger in rhe middle of the testbed &an ar rhc 
m d r .  

2:on-  

1:oo - 

1:m - 

CJ - 
9:no - 

Figure 6: Nearly Continuous Walking 
The figure shows when processes active during one obancle 
course traversal using concumnt planning and cxccution. Num- 
bersin thcleftcolumn indicate time. Theconuollcr k idle hcrwcen 
Steps 2 and 3 because the leg recovery planner takcs longer than 
usual to plan a complex uajeclory around (not over) the large box 
shown In Fig. 4. 
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The major impetus for the single leg walking research pm- 
gram WM fo gain experience for SIX leg walking. In that reg&. 
rhc project Is quite succcsslul. We have gained Insight Into con- 
Wolling the legged mechanism. cdbraring the leg and scanner. 
planning in the face of  uncmainties and conflicting consminu, 
nnd coordinating a distributed s o h u e  system. 

Fulurc work will conctnmte on applying our experiences 
to an integrated system for six leg waking. This will requue 
significantly exlcnding the wnhokr and the plannets. but only 
mpu6cial  changes m the pmeption system and the TCA. 

One mpic that we andcipate will be M issue in rhe ~ I U R  

la calibration of the leg and icanner frames. For the six-leggad 
walker, we may augmcntourcurrwtmodtl-bsredcllibration with 
L direct, emplrical method that. for u u n p l t .  Iocutes the leg in 
many~aguandusesaconnectionhtlpproachto bufldaninvcrse 
kinematics ublc 121. 

Anothsr topic fox funme work is h t k ~  performance in sit- 
uations that canflate crmn In perception. mors in wnhol. md 
optimirm i n  planning (cf. the cause of the fnilures cited in Sec- 
don 7). ’Ib bettcr undcnund situations thnt cause fafluru we 
need more powerhl debriggem (possibly graphical). To achieve 
more reliable perf~manc~ we must develop robust a m r  recovery 
mechanisms. 

In thii paperwe have wncenbaied on the integraled system. 
We conclude by discussing briefly the process of rystem integra- 
tion. Perhapc thc most important lesson that we leamcd is that 
inkgrntim k acontactipon: it C M W J ~ S U C C ~ ~ ~  without significant 
“hmnda on“ putlcipadon by r u e m k s  with a broad range of ex- 
puiencc and expertise. While thia may be self-evident, it is by no 
mCMS e3Sy lo accomplish. 

We have adoptedseveralapproacher fo facilitate the integra- 
don cffoon Firar. we conduct regular weekly meetings 10 identi@ 
the rcmantiw for all interfaces between modules. answeringques- 
Mons abcui GYC type and onib of Infomatlon communicated. The 
message-parsing conventions of TCA promote this because they 
force us to detail the interfaces. Scmnd. we employ Unir manual 
facilities m document the M behavior of s modulo or message. 
We and this fo be a useful loweat common denomlnawr that all 
programmers and users can use to advantage and that is not so 
difRcult lo maintain. Third, we insist that sohare  meet standards 
of intrmaldocumcntldon (wmmenrr for modules. files, and func- 
tions). follow conventions for naming (source files. include fils, 
dcfines.type definitions. mdvruiables). Mdobey avariety ofother 
guldelincs. W e  find this m be of  p a t  value both in debugging 
and development Finally. we sunddizc our s o h l n  smchlre 
in  o rdu  to mlke common code more rrcessible. This includes 
enforcing consisten1 directory s t rucmm and naming conventions. 

These and other approacha have rignillcantly ~ i i s t e d  us 
in integrating the single leg walking system. W e  intend to can-  
tinuc these prscticu .% we combine our pmeption, planning. and 
control techniquu lnm I comprehensive s y s w  for six-legged 
waking. 
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Planning Strategies for the Ambler Walking Robot 
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Abstract: Mobile robots that autonomously explore 
mgged natural terrain must be highly adept at locomotion 
requiring cmpetent planning strategies in addition to a 
capable vehicle. We pmpose and explain a hierarchy of 
planning strategies for a walking robot, the Ambler. The 
hierarchy decomposes planning into levels of trajectory, 
gait. and f d a l l .  An abstraction of feasible t rambil i ty  
allows the Ambler's trajectory planner to identify 
acceptable trajectories by finding paths that guarantee 
footfalls without SpeEifying exactly which footfalls. Leg 
and body moves that achieve this trajectory can be 
generared by the Ambler's gait planner which incorporates 
pattern constraints and measures of utility to search for the 
best next moue. By combining consmints from the 
kinematics of the mechanism with constraints h m  the 
quality and details of the terrain, the Amblefs footfall 
plannea can selecl footfalls that insure stability and remain 
within the tolerances of the gait. 

Introduction 
Mobile robots that autonomously explore rugged 

natural terrain must be highly adept at locomotion 
requiring competent planning shategies in addition to a 
capable vehicle. We propose and explain a hierarchy of 
unique planning strategies for a walking robot. These. 
strategies decompose IOU@ terrain navigation into levels 
of resolution that allow novel abstractions and 
simplifications of the pmblem. Separate planners in a 
hierarchy can coopaate effectively if tbe aaoOmpositiOn is 
correct. For localized walking, on the scale of f~ty 
meters, planning can be decomposed into levels of 
trajectories. @IS. and footfdls. 

Trajectories link psi t im and orientation objectives in 
the environment. The uajectoties intended here are 
analogous to the trajectories that cwnect the Imotpoints, 
or goals, in the configuration space of a standard &xed- 
base manipulator. An abstraction of "feasible 
traversabiiity" allows a trajectory planner LO identify 
acceptable trajectories without concern for details at bwer 
levels in the hierarchy by finding paths that guarantee 
acceptable footfalls without specifying exactly which 
fmtfalls. 

A g& is a sequence of leg and body moves. The usual 
context of gait studies is the regular, periodic 
combinations of legs on the ground and leg motions. 
These different patterns generate trots, canters, gallaps and 
so forth. Walking mbots in very rough terrain have a 
completely different set  of cnnstraints. For maximum 
stability, only one leg is moved at a time. Because of the 

tight maneuvers and mgged terrain, the sequence of leg 
movements may nct be periodic or fixed but may vary 
continuously. In this context, gait planning is often a 
moment-by-moment analysis of which leg should be 
moved, and approximately where it should be placed. Leg 
and body moves that achieve a given trajectory can be 
generated by a gait planner that incorporates pattern 
considnts to search for the best next move. 

Individual foorfalls are the specific terrain contact 
points that a~ derived from the gait pattern The horse's 
ability to avoid mLS and fences as it gallops is evidence 
that the specific foot contact is allowed some variation 
within the cnnsrrai0ts of the gait pattern. By combining 
ConStFaints from the kinematics of the mechanism with 
consttaints from the quality and details of the terrain, a 
footfall planner can select footfalls that insure stability 
atad remaio within the tolerances of the gait. 

The Ambler Walking Robot 
Rugged ten?dn is characterized by feanueless landrcapes 

of sand and rock containing obstacles of irregular 
geometry. Mining, canseuction and waste disposal sites, 
and planemy surfaxs are examples of rugged wrain. The 
Martian surface typifies these environments. (Figure 1) 

Although the problems involved in rugged terrain 
navigation have been investigated, the vehicles used in 
these txperirnents have been primarily wheeled or tracked 
loc~motors. IRosenblatt881 [Stena89] Legged vehicles 
offer advantages in control of stability, isolation from 
terrain inegularilies, power consumption, and rough 
terrain capabiiity. 
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The Ambler, for autonomous mobile pxploratory 
Iobot, is a walking robot built at Camegie Mellon 
University to traverse mgged tenain with high reliability. 
(Figure 2) IBareS901 The Ambler is a unique mechanism 
with six legs each of which consisu of two links in the 
horizontal plane, one rotational and one extensional. and 
one extensional link in the orthogonal. vertical plane. 
The rotational links aze. srackad around two cennal shaFIs 
with three legs on each and are able to rotate 
continuously. The horizontal links permit planar motion 
of the leg and the vertical extensional link provides 
motion of the foot down to ground C O I I ~ L  

,Lanr K,kngojlnwl 

Figure 2 ~ Ambla Walking Robot 

On-board sensing consists of a scanning laser range- 
finder arid foot-mounted force-torque sensors. 'Ihc range 
finder is used to generate depth maps of the terrain. 
Kweon891 At close range the depth maps are of high 
resolution suitable. for selecting individual foDtfalls, while 
at long range they provide adequate information to 
determine the traversability of distant terrain. The force- 
toque sensors provide support information about the 
terrain and the stability of the c m t  stance. the static 
anangemem of the legs and body. Although the spcific 
position of the kgs changes the owaU height, wid& rmd 
length of h e  Ambler. a typical stance is 5 meters tall, 4.5 
meters wide and 3.5 meters long. 

?he orthogonal leg design of the Ambler decouples 
horizontal and vertical motions for energy and planning 
efficiency. Each vertical link adjusts to the terrain 
roughness w that the Ambler remains constantly level 
providing a stable platform for sensing and sampling 
Operations. 

The Ambler walks by lifting a leg vertically, swinging 
it in the horizontal plane, extending it down to terrain 
contact, and then gliding the body forward at level 
elevation by coordinated actuation of the joints in the 
supporting legs. The Ambler can perform any of the gaits 
associated with hexapods including the alternating kipOa, 

in which thm legs move while three support, and crab 
walking which is an alternating tripad in the lateral 
direction. Follow-the-leader. latchet or wave gaits, where 
some legs move to new locations while others adjust into 
available locations - in the manner of centipede - are 
also passible for the Ambler. 

The AmbWs primary mode of walking is acirculoting 
gait. This gait, which has  no natural counterpart, is 
performed by lilting a rear miling leg, passing it through 
the body cavity, and placing it out in front of a leading 
leg. When thiis circulation of the rear legs to the front is 
r e p a d  six times, all six legs will have made a complete 
circulation of their stack axis. The circulating gait can 
reduce the number of faotfalls per equivalent body advance 
to less than that of any naturally occurring gait. By 
circulating one stack .forward and one stack back 
(Wgrade)  the Ambler can tum in place. Through proper 
selection of gait and foot placement. the Ambler can 
follow an arc of any radius (from zero for a point turn, to 
infmity for a straight line). 

Trajectories 
Trajectories define the desired vehicle path through ten 

to twenty metem of termin, limited by the sensor field of 
view. The Ambler needs a trajmory planner that can 
conrend with occluded regions, limited resolution. and the 
comptational explosion of potential paths. and s a l  fmd 
acceptable trajectories to follow. It must enable the 
Ambler to avoid vehicle-sized obstacles and otherwise 
impassible regions. The challenge of trajectory planning 
for a walking vehicle i s  to find an absnaction for 
IraversabiUy that is tractable to calculate but does not 
simplify the p b l e m  to the point that only the most ideal 
casesmkaddressed 

It is possible, but undesirable, to search for a trajectory 
by enumerating and testing each potential footfall and the 
actuating motions. This would have the advantage of 
fuding all possible trajectories, but is unrealistic for 
actual operation. The difficulty is the overwhelming 
amount of data to consider. Any exhaustive approach is 
infeasible in all but the simples cases. 

Theopposite~htoexhaustivesearchismselect 
mjectoxies through "smooth" or 'easy" terrain, as 
determined by a simple tewin-smootham operation. and 
gamble W m the robot apprcwches each point along the 
path, suitable footfalls will be found. Such an absrraUmn 
operates quickly but may generate infeasible bajectories, 
(x ovedmk feasible trajectories, kame its abstraction of 
tenainova-gcncralizcs 

The Ambler uscs a strategy that improves on both of 
these appm~bes. by developing a terrain representation 
that reduces the computarionai and data representation 
complexity. without losing the ability 10 distinguish 
feasible from infeasible trajectories. The result of this 
planner is a path wilh high probability of successful 
execution without the expense of individual foot 
placement enumeration. 
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The most difficult part of trajectory planning for the 
Ambler is determining where, on the terrain, the vehicle 
can feasibly stand. Models of the robot‘s kinematic 
capabilities. maneuverability. and suppat constraints 
provide reasonable me8suIEg rhat can be used to evaluate 
terrain for rravcrsability. The imponant considerations for 
stability are the body height and feasible footfall 
locations. Minimum body height is limited by the 
highest point below the vehicle. Given the minimum 
body height, a set of feasible footfalls arc determined by 
maximum vptical leg extension and feasible horizontal 
leg placements. The strategy for a given x and y position 
is to: 

Calculate the minimum Ambler height so the body 01 
sweeping legs just contacts the highest point of -- 
Find all reachable footfalls. Footfalls must be 
acceptable in vertical extension as well as horizontal 
resdL 

Examine the set of reachable terrain points to identify 
a set of five feasible footfalls that provide stable 
support. ( F i i  3) If a set exists, then this lermin 
patch will support the vehicle; if not, it is 
impassible. 

Figure 3 - Low tmnvcrsable, high baversable and imp~siblc 
1eIIains. 

In moderate terrain, it is p s i b l e  to look at larger 
ara of temain. If the maximum difference in elevation 
over an areaof tarain is less than the legsmk, the range 
of venical leg extensions, the0 all points in that area are 
feasible footfalls, and the terrain is automatically 
traversable. This simplitidon is particularly useful in 
moderateterraincharactuizedbysmallsllrfaceslopeand 
sparse obstacka. 

In theheopposite e x m e  there an pathological caw in 
which the Ambler can stand in various locations in the 
terrain but cannot move fmm one to the next  This 
generally occurs when the number of changes in leg 
placement from one stance to the next is high. Such 
failure cases indicate two things. First, that the terrain is 
extremely complex - subsequent failure by lower level 
planners will indicate that it is impassible. Swond. the , 

trajectory planner is not operating at fine enough 
resolution in position andlor orientation to detect 

impassible intermediate tenains. Failure indicates that the 
trajectory planning should be rem at finer resoiutim. 
There i s  a cltar relatimship M e e n  the complexity of the 

Given a tfaversable passage, a specific path has to be 
found for ihe Ambler to follow. The Ambler lacks the 
non-holonomic canstmints found in most conventional 
wheeled vehicles, It possess the ability to vary its foot 
placement and perform omnidirectional body motion. 
Unlike a car. it is not constmined to navigate along arcs 
greata rhan some minimum ladius -nuns of zero radius 
are possible. Although this is attractive from the 
SIandpoht of agility, it complicates the planning process. 
A sequence of point-tum to face the goal. move in a 
straight line to the gcal position, and pint-tum to the 
g d  orientation. can connect any positional objectives by 
the shatest path but not necessarily by the least number 
of footfalls. In many cam an arc is a more efficient 
trajectory betwecn goals. The planning strategy must 
identify the best path within the traversable area to attain 
psitional gcda and wc are currently exploring ways of 
selecting such a path. We will be developing measures of 
the relative expense in energy, time, and stability of 
various arcs and aaaritianS, and using them to search for 
the best path. A method developed on the Camegie 
Mellon Navlab. to build a configuration space using 
similar meeiCs, holds p m i s e  for the Ambler as well. 
[Stentz891 The actual sslection of a mjectory is then a 
search through feasible positions and orientations in the 
cmfigumions from the start point to the god. 

tenain and rhe resdlm’on of tra*tory planning required 

Gaits 
When the vehicle trajsory has been designated, a gait 

that executes thii trajectory efficiently must be planned. 
The trajectory may be complicated It may include m, 
reversals, and lateral motions. Much of the research 
PeJfomed to date on gaits concerned itself with either 
analyzing the pattems underlying the gait or the 
W o n  of a particular gait on a physical mechanism. 
Although this has  succeeded in identifying the major 
elements which characterize a gait (such as the pitch 
which is the w i n g  between legs along the direction of 
motion and the tread which is the distance from the 
direcuon of motion IO the foot) as well as several 
dominant gait pattuns (like alternating tripod and follow- 
the-leader) a method for generating a gait from basic 
CharacteriaicshasMtbeeofonhcoming. 

Walking can be generated by combining several 
independentlysperating behaviors as demonsirated on a 
recent walking insect robot [Brooks901 The walking 
insect feaauad a mr-pmpgawd wave gait implemented as 
a fiaite state machine, with legs adapling to minimize the 
body tilt This algorithm is similar to that employed by 
the Adaptive Suspension Vehicle (ASV) and the 
MELWALK III vehicle. [Song881 IKaneko891 The 
walking insect was also able to learn to walk by 
converging on regular ptlem of motion. This was 
particularly interesting because it demonstrated the 
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fundamental nature of the alternating tripod gait and the 
notion that gait is essentially a pattern generation 
pmblem. 

The ASV demonsbated the feasibility of rugged tenain 
locomotion with a legged vehicle, using a human 
“planner”. m 8 8 1  Various gaits were developed for 
traversing moderately difficult terrain. In order to 
overcome large obstacles. however, pre-programmed 
walking modes for specific classes of obstacles (ditches. 
walls, hills) had to be initiated by the operalor. More 
desirable is a modeless form of walking in which the 
direction of travel generates the gait. rather than by 
selection from a discrete set of Oprions. The ideal mode- 
less walkjng is a smooth glide over terrain with no mugh 
transitions. 
The significant gait characteristics necessary to achieve 

arbitmy motion are the length and direction of the stride, 
Ihe width of its srance. and the sequence of leg recoveries. 
A global search for appropriate values quickly leads to a 
combmatorkiJly explosive situation, even for short vehicle 
motion. Such global optimization is unneceSSafy - gait 
is a local phenomenon. The choice of a footfall or body 
move at one point in time rarely has any relevance to 
footfalls or body moves far in the future. It must be 
opportunistic to take advantage of the vehicle’s current 
configuration. desired path, and terrain. The primary 
constraints governing gaits are also l d  in nature, such 
as maintaining stability and maintaining advance. In order 
to plan a gait that satisfies these constraints, some degree 
of forward search is necessary. M i s e ,  there is the 
obvious danw that obstacles would nm be detected until 
they impeded vehicle advance. A more subtle danger is 
that a stance, at the limit of its support or kinematic 
consuainu, may not be able to move into the next stance 
without violating a constraint. 

Several abstractions are useful in planning within these 
conseaints. The support polygon for a stance is the 
minimum bounding polygon, on the ground plane, that 
includes all leg-ground mntact points. As long as the 
vehicle’s center of force (approximately the center of 
gravity for a slow-moving vehicle) is held above the 
support polygon. the vehicle is statically stabte. If five 
legs are on the ground while the sixth is recovering. the 
support polygon is generally a pentagon. If one of the 
five supporting legs fails, either due to mechanical failure 
or soil collapse. the support polygon would be reduced to 
a quadrilateral. Considering the failure of eaeh of the legs 
in turn generates a number of support polygons equal to 
the number of supporting legs. nK interseaion of these 
polygons is the conservative support polygon (CSP) - 
the a~ea that gives guaranteed static support even if any 
one of the supporting legs fails. when five legs are in 
mtact with the p u n &  s during a leg recovery, the CSP 
is usually a pentagon. (Figure 4). 

Figure 4 - Five Leg Conservative Suppon Polygon 

When six legs are in mnraCt with the ground, as during 
a body move. the CSP is generally a quadrilateral that 
subsumes al l  the five leg mnsetvative support polygons. vim 3 

Figure 5 - Six Leg Conservative Support Polygon 

The CSP absesction is useful in the planning process 
because it pwides limitations on the movement of the 
bcdy and this in turn limits the footfalls that must be 
considered. (Figure 6) A feasible sequence of stable 
moves must chain together moves so that the body can 
glide from one CSP to the next. 
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Figure 6 - Walking with continuous CSP sacllrity 

To maintain productive advance the abstraction of 
reachable space for the leg stack simpli[ies the selection of 
the most productive rotation and translation. Each stack 
must be maintained in its reachable volume. (Figure 7) 
The crescent shaped regions are kinematically feasible 
based on the leg placements. Any translation and rotation 
that maintains each stack in its respective crescent is 
allowable. A seatch through this space quickly identifKs 
the possible motion along any arc in space. The 
intersection of the CSP and stack reachability constraints 
limit the next body move. 

Given the stack reachable space and CSP consttaint 
abstractions there are two different and complementary 
ways of computing standard gaits: either as pattern of 
uniform stances which are modifed based on he desired 
vehicle motion. or as a cmbination of evaluated features 
which cooperace m demmine a p e f d  foot placement so 
that body motion may continue. 

A uniform patterned circulating gait is set by fixing 
the pitch and iread at constant values. The difficulty is 
choosing values that optimize progress along a given 
trajectory. For example, by moving the legs in, close to 
the body laterally, and reaching fw forward (narrow mad 
and long pitch) the body can propel the largest distance 
forward and backward. However, by stretching out to the 
sides with narrow spacing the between the legs (short 
pitch and wide tread) the greatest rotation is possible. 

~ ~- 
Figure 7 - Stack Reachable Spaoe: Shon Etch/ Wide Tread and 

Long PitchNmow Tread 

Choosing constant pitch and tread lends itself to mvel 
along an m bmause as the body changes orientation along 
the arc the preferred footfalls distribute uniformly. Fixing 
the pitch and tread for walking along an arc means that the 
feet on the outside of the arc m u 9  be recovered more ofen 
than those on the inside. For arcs of small radius the 
forward pitch and tread of the stack to the inside of the 
turnareoutof reach when thealternate backward pitch and 
tread are reachable so the action is to remgrade on the 
inside. Turns that are nearly centered on one set of feet 
would bind on each other and require occasional shuffle 
Steps 

This strategy of adjusting the pitch and tread values 
based on the intended motion and using the stack-reachable 
space and CSP to conshin each move has demonstrated 
the generalized a x  walking that was desired for the 
Ambler. 

The advantage of the uniform gait approach is that 
planning is greatly simplified - the number of options to 
CMUjider al each leg move is reducad - and progress along 
the trajectory is near optimal. ?he algorithm specifies the 
ideal locations of foorfals on moderate terrain. If thcre are 
obstacles, or if the legs starr in an irregular configuration, 
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other constraints are considered as well. The ideal 
footfalls. plus the other constraints are algebraically 
combined as utility functions by considering each factor 
that impedes body advance. 

There are four ways in which the legs can consnain 
body motion: (1) conflicts among the legs, (2) conflicts 
between a leg and the body, (3) leg kinematic limits, or 
(4) when the body exceeds its conservative support 
polygon. When one of these constraints is reached, the 
planner evaluates mebics to determine where to recover 
the appropriate leg. Metrics for the local advance (the 
advance over the next body move), h e  g h b d  advance (the 
advance possible until the recovered leg must be recovered 
again), and the area of the suppon polygon are n a m a l i i  
and multiplied to determine each potential leg move’s 
relative merit. (Figure 8) These constraints, when 
cornbind, determine a footfall that maintains vehicle 
stability and advance. These utility metrics are al l  very 
local in nature: thus. the gait produced at this stage is 
locally optimal. but may be globally sub-optimal. 
Determining the proper foot to recover is simple in the 
cases of kinematic limits since the offending leg can be 
identified directly. 

Figure 8 - Leg P l m m t  (in d i  ~MCC): Global 
Advance. Locd A d v m  

When legs interfere, the leg with the larger 
unobsuucted shoulder swing is chosen from the legs 
involved. Because the Ambler uses a circular gait, 
recovering this leg generally produces a larger body 
~~ 

Through stages of refinement the Ambws gait planoer 
generates a uniform gait throufi easily tmwable terrain 
but Still selects acaytable leg and body m~yes  in difficult 
terrain OI msitions. 

md combined Cost Maps 

Footfalls 
The gait selected by the gait planner prescribes the 

preferred leg placement area and provides reasonable 
assupMce that a good fooifall will exist. Within this area. 
approximately a square meter, it is neceswy to m i n e  
the terrain and vehicle configuration to select the exact 
point of krrain contact. By combining feature-s such as 
terrain roughness, required reach of the leg, and the 
complexity of the step in a geomenical representation the 
fooffall planner selects the best foolfall location. 

There are a number of potential evaluation criteria for 
selecting acceptable footfalls. Considerations for a single 

footfall can be classified as pertaining to either the robot 
configuration OT the terrain characteristics. For example. a 
walking robot just as a standard robotic manipulator, has 
workspaces that it can reach. Given the gait, a fixed 
reachable space is defined. This reachable space constrains 
the set of possible footfalls. Terrain features such as the 
slope and traction of the terrain can also be evaluated to 
provide conshaint to the planning problem. 

Constraints can be classified into discrete and 
continuous. Fable 1) Discrete cons!xaints a~ those that 
must be met by a potential footfall. For example, a 
footfall must be within reach of the robot at the time the 
leg is recovered. Continuous constraints are those that 
have a scaled effect and therefore can be minimized to 
identify least cWSaained,or most desirable. footfalls. 

Terrain Fealures 

Minimum 
I 1 Elevation 

Continuous 1 Body AdMnce 1 Roughness 
I I Visibility I I 

Table 1 - Implanmtcd F w t M  Constraints 

The seategy for footfall planning is that discrete 
constraints threshold the evaluation space and then 
continuous constraints are combined in a adjustable 
weighting function. This weighting function combines 
measures of reacbabiliry, visibility. and potential body 
d v a n c e r o ~ c ~  . consFrmintr with elevation and 
roughness terrain feature rmseaintr to prcduce a relative 
scaling, or cost map. of the appropriateness of each 
footfall. (Figure 9) 

Figure 9 (clockwise from upper left) - Terrain elevation. 
terrain flamess. and body advmoc evaluations end the 

cambined wst map. 
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The resultant cost map of the terrain locations scales 
the relative approptiateness of each  footfall. The best 
location to place the foot can lhen be selected from the 
map. 

Resul ts  
The implementation of p h m  has pmceeded from the 

bottom of the hierarchy upwards. We have tested various 
forms of these planners in three environments, a single- 
leg test environment. a series of simulators and on the 
Ambler iwlf. 

A test environment for a single Ambler leg was built 
with an overhead carriage hung from ceiling mounted 
rails. [Simmons891 The footfall planner has proven 
highly capable in commanding the leg to step through 
terrain strewn with rocks and meter-scale obstacles. The 
carriage can be pulled along mce the leg is planted and a 
test terrain ten meters long has been traversed. 
Experiments in the test tenain guided the development of 
the footfall cost maps and proved that the footfall planner 
can advance through difficult rough tenain. 

A simulator of the six-legged Ambler, implemented on 
a graphics superoomputex, has provided preliminary results 
of the effectiveness of the gait planning strategies. 
[Thomas901 The uniform gait approach has been 
successfully demonstrated as have cases of the utility 
based gait planning. Neither planner has been integrated 
with the footfall planner and tested in mugh rerrain Work 
is ongoing to integrate the planning strategies into a 
single planner that generates smooth gaits with smooth 
eansitions. 

A preliminary gait planner has been used to generate 
tlat floor walking with the Ambler. The implementation 
of planning software on the Ambler itself is ongoing. 
Qualitative results will be forthcoming. 

Conclusion 
We have identified a method of trajectory planning 

that, through a feasible traversability measure, identifies 
passable terrain. Further development of this planning 
strategy will allow identification the most desirable 
specifii path. 

The AmbWs gait planning approach develop uniform 
gaits for general arcs though moderate terrain regions and 
refines to acceptable leg and body moves in vety complex 
terrain and maneuvering situations. With this strategy a 
robust and fast gait planning system has enabled the 
Ambler to walk in simulation and take its first steps in 
the real world 

Finally. we have demonstrated a footfall planner that 
can combine both robot configuration and terrain 
constraints to select terrain contacts. This planner has 
been proven in rough terrain and will fall info the 
hierarchy with the Ambler's gait planner as the vehicle 
begins to walk through rough terrain. 
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'IUS approach is inrplrcd from Witkin's "snakes" [ I  11 and from 
Tcnopoulm' symmerry-se&i~ suriaccs [161. Wedescribe in delail the 
&-bh contow a l g o r i h  in Ihc -1 Scc!h.lhc algwilhm 
w m o s  h t  on point that lies iaridc Ihc object i s  initially selecmi 
Tbe B~UI selection of h i s  staning point is thc object of Section 5. 
We a ~ u m c  f a  WYI lhat lhis pin1 is available. Once a conlou is 
uwcwd. B hdimcns iona l  model of Ihe corresponding sei  ofpoinlr 
must bc built. W e  u ~ t  superquadrics io r e p s e n t  lhc objecl modcls 
(Section 32). 

3.1 Deformable contours 
A &formabk c c m w  is a conlour in a range image lhal is subject lo 
fmcs that change its h h s p c  over lime. mC crmlou reacher a srablc 
shape when all lhc forces are in equilibrium. The points that are inside 
Ihe regia0 e d o s d  by the 6nal conlw arc used lo described h e  shsp 
d lbc  objecL Thhc dgorih used LO derive a shape representation from 
tbt @on is dcambd in Section 3.2. 

We represent a conmu by an ordcrcd sei of pixel (ri . c.) where 
r; is thc row in chs image. aod c, is h e  column cmdrnaie. 
A 3-vcclco p , ,  that is the position of the sccnc pin1 measured at pixel 
(G. c;). is .rraielcd with cach pixel. In addilion Ihe normal LO the 
ccmww m is &hcd at tachpi. The n.3 BIC two-dimensional YCCLO~S 

crprclsed m imagc cwrdinalcr. hmhcrmore. n; is always oricnied 
horn tk inside LO Ihe outside d Ihe cmlour. It is always possible io 
dcfioe such an oricnlatkm s b r s  the C M l W  is guaranteed lo bc closed 
vilhovl aelf-inmwcfirms. Each p; is subject 10 I set of foxes. Each 
fme  is a @Ed scalar that indicales in which dinclion p ,  is atuacied. 
A positive f d c  indicates fhat pi is amacted loward the outside of the 
cmraY m Ihcdinxo'on dlhe ncpnnfcam.  Thc algorithm isdcsiwcd 
in nrh a way that Ihc conlow u n  only grow oulwmd. 

Each pix1 of Ihe c(1110ur is subject 10 two types of fmcs 7(a). 
ThFcxlemP1faaspreu&byuUities lhatarcwtpartofthccontour 
such as fcsanC6. Th irucmd facu depend on the contw itsdf and 
areiodspndcru of the dam. lnmnal fmw ~ T C  typically u r d  io force 
the contom LO be u smooch as pansiblc. 

'The fin1 u d  force is gurralcd by thc features. I t  is an 
attrsctivef~d.cfsoadatcacbpdnlp by: 
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The pvlporc of Be intern1 iorce i s  w guarantee h t  thc c m w  
i s  reas-bly m& The idca is to make Ihc shape of thc contow 
close IO an ellipse. To do lha1 wc appmrimaa lk contow by an ellipse 
: of quetioo @ - pr)'A@ - p:-) = 1. where p.' is Ihe c a t e r  of h 
ellipse, and A i s  P 2 I 2 symmclrical meuk ?he dktancc bcwecn p 
and :. is defined by: 

D@. :> is an approximation o i  Ihe Euclidian d i s m c c  bcween p 
and :-. Tbhc inicmal fa i s  defined by: 

(4) 

w h a t  rk-1 is thc aruadon function (Figure 7(d)), and K is  
a mmt  Iha1 conuols how far I- an cllipsc thc c m m  is allowed 
LO bc. In practice K = 0.4. 

The coniour deforms iwlf itnativcly. At each iteration. Ihc inter- 
nal and c x t e m l  rorccs are computed at cachpinL Each point is moved 
according IO thc resulting force. The completF algorithm i o h s  two 
steps: 

1. Ini\ialiw: Tbe iniiial EoouN is a small c m t o u ~  ccn- at the 
solring pill. 

defarm itsell signiticmtly. 
2. Itcmc: The following steps M iterated mlil the conwur das nor 

At each pod  p. compute Ihc m of thc IO-: F = 
Fiutllrc +Fcenter fFinteml. 

point J@,) i i F  i 0. 
. p, is m o d  byrmcpucl h h direction oilhe ncareslftlNre . Re~ample Ihe cmww after a l l  Ihc a n k  points have been 

Estimate Ihe best-61 ellipse :.. 
moved lrcording 10 Ihe Imes. 

Provided h l  is a lusonablc smthg point h i s  algorilhm 
pcducesobjectconlovrs htircquitegacdapproximatiom of iheme 
object CMW even if Ibe imcs  are vuy  sparse. figure 8 s b w s  
Ihe regions that have bcm I d  ia each &$at  in h e  scene using Ihc 
feanue of Figure 6. The s l m h g  points wec dcclcd aulomat idy 
using lk slgcairhm of Ssctim 5. 

3.2 Superquadrics 
Once regions ccncspmding to objects havc tun ncgmcolcd out using 
the deiormable c o n w  algorithm, ihe mmqmdmg ' S n o f 3 - D p i m  
must bc grovpcd inw a surface rcpsnsnucion. The diiq o b j a  
mDdclr M used to compute grasp position lad rrrmipolelln maion. 

Allbovgh ollc coold use Ihe set of 3-0 points computed by Ihe 
segmentation direclly. we use supnqudricr 10 IC-I fbc obpcu. 

nscnt P wide variety of shape. Using auprqvldrics -I oewral 
advani~gcc Fhk  it is B mmpsct rrprusnutim Lh.1 .Ilour us ID - 
senl a wide rangc ofsurlaca ushg a -11 Kt of pnmcma. 
it provides a global rcpresmta&m of an &HI wbosc d a c e  is only 
parually visible. h d y ,  Ihc psnmctus of a mpaquadric surface M 
easily r c M v d  from tbc cmdioalcs of a scl oipoinls. 

S " p c r q u a d r i c s M g m m l i z p t i o n s o f ~ c s u r f ~ [ I l U u l u o r r p  

SvpIqVadrics arc de! 
whcrc: 

F ( x . y . z ) = ( ( ( T  (I, 

pnd when (x.  Y . Z )  m t h c c ~ d i n n t e ~  y.2) aftcrumsrorna. 
tion by a rigid miormadon that defines the psilion and WienIaUon 
oi thc s u ~ u a d r i c ,  and a,, 02. and a, u c  the shes or the superquadric 
almg the lhrcc dircctionti. Superquadrics can represen1 a variety or 
shapes farm cubes to ellipsoids by varying the two "roundnc~r'' p ~ .  

m e M  i, and fl. hher parameters such as bending and lapering 
un be lnc ludd in Ihc equation To recwer lhc superquadric from a 
set of points. wc use Ihc Levenberg-Marquan minimization approach 
suggested by Solina [ I ] .  Ln lhis approach h input set or points is first 
approximated by an ellipsoid which c o n t i t i ~ m  the starling mint of the 
minimizatios thm 811 errof iuncuon o i  the form: 

is minimized wilh mpe~i io ulc parameters of the superquadric. This 
apprmch vwrlrs wdl in OUI cpy in which a dense set of points i s  mea- 
surcd on a pwuon of the slurasc (scc [I31 or 191) Tor other superquadric 

Fpre 9 shows thc supquadric modcls of h objects found in 
F p ~ c  8. The models arc displayed as wueirames superimposed a h e  
intmrity image. 

fitting ledlniqucs). 

4 Object extraction: deformable 
surfaces 
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A n o h  way io I d  at equation is io consider the i m  Kllr - 
$ f l l j z  a$ I filling 1- in lhal it iorces thc surface to h a% close 
as p i b l e  IO h feature$ and IO consider the term 5(r.  I. s) a6 a 
scgmem,ion ~ r m  in that it takes into accmt  only the groupoifteahlrcs 
Lhat is c l m  to he slarting point. Ihe last  tcrm of h e  picntial Urerrah 
I C O ~ ~ S  thc amction belwcm UK surface and the terrain. I t  i s  defined 

I .  Since thc LM" imide UK integral would become arbilranly large 
as UK surface movw closer m Ibc data. wc inuoducc a cutofi dislancc 
D ai which the polcntial rwps h a c a s i n g .  T ~ K  pokntial is h e f o r c  
rodsfioed as: 
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illurninam hhc SCCM while a camera C observes thc illum-mted scene. 
We assume that a stllso~ rnodcl provides thc cwrdinates of P and C in 
a common coordinate syium. AD object in thc scene creates a shadow 
rcgicm beovcen points A and 8. corresponding lo illumination dircc- 
liwrs L. and LS lhal are Lsown fm !he m c a s d  cmdinates o1A and 
B aod fmn lk I- model. Based on lhis gmmetry. the ofcluding 
ob* must be wilhin thc dashed region R.  A slaning pint for the 2- 
m 3-D aoakcs c m  be computed by raLing lhe ccnler of h a t  region. 11 i s  
imporunt IO mtc lhat lhis algorilhm docs no1 give us thc center of h e  
(unhwwn) object bur ralhcr B point lhal is enough inside he object for 
the object uwction aigorih to uwk. 

Thc gcomcby is similar wilh a 2-D sen so^ excepi Lhat chc two 
poinu A aod B are rww conlwm. In practice, huo ccorrspmding 
p i a s  A and B arc chmn on thc shadow conlou~ and lhhe region R 
is idcntificd using lk I-D geometry. The slaning pin1 S is selected 
within R a1 some nominal dislnnce D from A. D is chosen based on 
Lhc average cxpcclcd radius of the objects in lk s c a c  and based on 
Lhc minimum and maximum Jircs of objects fhat we can h a d e  given 
a d r  d g u r a t i o n .  Those M rcammnble criteria since here i s  no 
pDiol in segmenting out objects b a t  we canna manipulate. D is also 
uosd Lo m c  d shadow rcpim. presumably duc IO mise. and 
large regions. gemmed by objects Lm large lo handle. 

The key to auiomatic objm c~trsclion is m accmk gmmclric 
modcl of thc saw lhal allows us to canputc h e  hypoLhFsizcd p s i -  
tion cf objects in the - based on observed shadow regions. W e  
have imfl-ted lhir technique using a m d  of our cumen1 senior. 
Howcvu. it is important to note thsl thc algorilhm can be gcncralired 
IO any range b c a ~ ~  prwidcd lhal 8 gMmcuic model exists. We are 
in thc prcccss of mdifying thc algorittun in order IO usc an wisling 
gmmmic %mor m o d s l i  system [IO]. This will lead IO a largely 
~lsn-indcpcndcnt scpnmtion pmmm. 

6 Manipulation 
OIlFS we have cmacwd object descriptions. either superquadrics or 
dcfmmnble sudlcs. h e  last Mcp b IO grasp the object. Many dificrcnt 

ofgrippa design and grasping smlcgics are W i b l e .  The choice 
of a padcuhr typ of psping is dictslcd by Ihc analysis of the ask. 
Assom@ Lhal thc objects to be swplcd are moatly iaolued and a n  
r d n g  on a soft suifacc. c.8. unb IIIC grasping usk has he following 
CbEUSCterIiSliCS: 

Thc objects BIC far c n ~ g h  from cach ollrcr. No collision occurs 

We CUI alkw thc collision bavecn lhe gripper and h e  neighbor- 

- ~ ~ o s i s h b a i n g s m d g r a h n i s n o t i m ~  
- Lhc colliaiw - IJICgri~raodoeigbbming uod doss 

klMm lk grim md Ihe ntlghbaing mCs. 

ingSd.'IhiaiabXWSC 

muvaethedgmatim of IhcIoELLtochqc 

we dom kmw thc cuct  &hap ofn mck Mo&hand. 
BDacd on the chanclakliu ofthc la& and the possible gmping 

mats@ea [lq, we h v e  ackad h e  apbcrical grasping smw wing 
I clam-shcll gripper. Tbe gripcr has two hcmhphaical jaws bat 
UD C l O K  Mvnd lk ob* using 1 aurfKe rrprucnration of lhe 
abjecu. t h e m  ahalcgy is LT folbwr: thc mta 04 thc pipper 
is 6rar digdar i lh  Ihc FcnTadnub( dthc surlace. Lhcn lhc pippcr 
h muted a, Lh.1 lllc pnllel to thc main u i s  o f l k  wfacc. 
FnnUy thc g r i p  ia l o w e d  unU the jaws are in m m c t  wilh thc 
Lunio mmmdhg Ihc o b j ~ t .  Tbe object is graspd by closing lk two 
jaws. F&e 13 show lk gripper and Ibc grasp o p t i o n .  

Thiseppmschwal;sweUvndcrthesUldcondrtions. Howcver. 
we nctd tighter control of Ihc opuation lhan i s  provided by 
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mc spherncal gnsplng m more difficul~ cn~uonmcnrr (r.g Fnwe 4) In 
h CUC. w will uv hhc objm rncdcl calculalcd f rom h e  &lamable 
surfacer algonlhm conyncuon wnh a thrcc-Knger gnppc~. The object 
model is mom B C E ~ ~ I C  men Ihr wpcrquadnc m d c l  and the h- 
finger gnppcr a l l ~ ~  lor mow RcribiLry m VIc grasping The pnce 10 
p q  1s m longcr comp,uuon m e .  and m mmc comprr gnpper &st@ 

and CO"V0. 

7 Conclusion 
Wc have developed a wlbed f a  Wmplhg Ln WutmcIWUl v m m .  lhal 
i s  h c  idcnuficauon and m u u p l a m  01 smaU natural &+lo. We 
hare unp.cmcnld UU crmplele cycle of perception. repewnution. and 
auuplauon. The objccu mexaaclcd fmmrange m a g s  l ~ r u r l a c c  
features wvlg ahei  delmnable COOIOWS 01 defamnhlc surfecs. The 
ohjccu can be r e p e n i d  by s v p e r q d c  sWrncs and by disueu 
ssiacer Theoyslcmhasbandnroos~aud mreal~nmJemuonment 
urmg a mvuplaior cquippoJ with a clam-skll gnppr 

Our cunmi uork cgnCmmlts m bvlldrns a m m  cmplclc &- 
mpum of rhc ienm by usmg multiple Irm$cs.hitrarducal reperen- 
muon ol  Ihc observed scents. md by using m e  x c m l c  objm de- 
ocnplion such BS dcfomuble sdaces .  We a ~ e  w a k q  m a  hee-hger 
gnppcr i o p c d m d p u l a u o n  in aclunered CnvUcmmenL F d l y .  we 
m erplormg suapvg~cs la mcddymg rhe m u m g  he mmnipula~or 
LO faciliuv Ibe sampling opcraum. 

The s m p l q  syrlcm currently mi&s m B mll uslbed. We 
wan1 ID crrnnully moyc ii to I M I  vehicle. md LO dcmoasuuc rbe 
inieracum k n u m  navigeuw and sampling. lhLs PIOVldInkng acmplev 
s>aCm for p l a n e q  cxp lmwn 
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Figurc 2 Connol flow 
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Figure 6 Femures extracted from the i m w e  of FiE. 3 

Figure 3: Range image of a scene 

I :igurc 4: Range image of a wmplen scene 

Figure 5: 3-D view of the data of Figurc 3 

Figure 9 i of Fig 
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( c )  Initial s h a p  (d) hmmdm ' ahhopc (c)FdrmtU 

Figure 11: 3-D segmentation algorithm 

Figurc 12: Automatic objensclsction 
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